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1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) is part of the evidence base that informed the
preparation Local Plan Partial Review.

1.2

The IDP represents a method of planning investment as it identifies all major
infrastructure in one document which the Council will need or wishes to see in place
over the life of the Local Plan. This includes not only Council provided services and
facilities but also those for which public, private and voluntary sectors are responsible.
As the Council has now adopted a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Charging
Schedule a reassessment of borough wide infrastructure requirements, capacities
and costs, has been conducted to inform the Local Plan Partial Review. The
document sets out infrastructure required to support growth in the Royal Borough and
identifies projects CIL monies may help deliver.

1.3

The list of projects included within the IDP is not intended to be exhaustive, as the
process of implementation will constantly be responding to local circumstances and
utilising new avenues and drivers to prioritise spend over the life of the Local Plan.
Some of the projects listed may not be fully complete due to uncertainty and external
factors.

1.4

The IDP intends to be a living document that can regularly be updated as and when
new infrastructure requirements should arise and as schemes are completed and new
requirements are identified. It is not always possible to identify funders, or answer
every question, but those involved will work to continually amend the IDP schedule.
THE IDP APPROACH

1.5

The IDP provides an overview of the strategic actions required, the organisation
responsible for delivery and a broad indication of phasing, cost and funding
mechanisms.

1.6

In addition, the IDP will produce some infrastructure requirements that cost beyond
the level of funding available from new development alone. However, the document
will clearly display the Royal Borough’s needs and may be used to attract funding
from a number of sources.
IDP UPDATE

1.7

An update of this IDP was initiated in 2016 and published in February 2017 following
early engagement with service providers. The update process has been ongoing
alongside the plan making process and has been updated most recently following
comments received to the Local Plan Partial Review Publication Policies consultation
and further engagement with service providers. This update included the activities
below:
 A review of existing information, including 2014 population and household
projections, plus relevant service plans and strategies for infrastructure providers
undertaken since the 2014 IDP.
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 Meetings with RBKC services, the West London CCG and other infrastructure
providers.
 Identification of gaps in infrastructure evidence and agreed approach to filling them
where possible
 Production of a first draft updated IDP schedule for review with service providers
 Publication of IDP update February 2017 to support Local Plan Partial Review
 Further meetings with RBKC services and the West London CCG in March 2017
THE CONTENT OF THE IDP SCHEDULE
1.8

The first part of this document provides some background to the development of the
Borough and provides the context for the study. A section for each of the service
areas / service providers outlines the key service plans and studies which establish
infrastructure requirements.

1.9

The IDP schedule is contained within Appendix 1. This contains key infrastructure
requirements within the Royal Borough and these requirements have been
categorised by the responsible service area within the Council. The schedule explains
the “where, what, why, who, and when” of infrastructure requirements.

2. Purpose of the study
2.2 There are 2 main aims of the study, these are:
 To identify the existing infrastructure capacity in the Borough;
 To identify infrastructure requirements to support future development in the Borough
over the Plan period;
 To inform the future policy of infrastructure providers, to ensure services can match
demand and that growth is sustainable.
2.3 The study is a part of the evidence base that has informed the preparation the Local
Plan. It will assist the Council and other service providers to identify and prioritise
infrastructure provision as part of an integrated approach to planning and infrastructure
development.
2.4 In order to ensure that the study is robust, an approach was developed using the
following guidance documents from the Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) and the Planning Advisory Service (PAS):
 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
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 National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
 Good Plan Making Guide (2014)
 Infrastructure Delivery – Spatial Plans in Practice: Supporting the reform of local
planning (June 2008);
 Implementing your local development framework: the integration of infrastructure
and development in plan-making (April 2008).
2.5 Engagement with key partners and infrastructure providers and developers has been
and will continue to be undertaken.
2.6 In order to ensure that this infrastructure capacity assessment is robust a combination
of qualitative and quantitative research techniques, including analysis of statistical data,
a review of existing and emerging studies, and liaison with service providers has been
undertaken.

3. Policy and Guidance Context
NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK
3.1 The NPPF states that the “provision of infrastructure” is part of the “economic role” of
planning1 and that “Planning policies should recognise and seek to address potential
barriers to investment, including... any lack of infrastructure” by identifying “priority areas
for... infrastructure provision...”2. A “strategic priority” for Local Plans is “the provision of
infrastructure” and they should “plan positively for the development and infrastructure
required in the area”3. The importance of robust infrastructure planning is emphasised
at paragraph 162 of NPPF states:
Local planning authorities should work with other authorities and providers to:
 Assess the quality and capacity of infrastructure for transport, water supply,
wastewater and its treatment, energy (including heat), telecommunications, utilities,
waste, health, social care, education, flood risk and coastal change management,
and its ability to meet forecast demands; and
 Take account of the need for strategic infrastructure including nationally significant
infrastructure in their areas.
(paragraph 162)

1

NPPF paragraph 7
NPPF paragraph 21, see also 160
3 NPPF paragraphs 156-7
2
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3.2 The NPPF requires Councils to “work collaboratively with private sector bodies, utility
and infrastructure providers” and Local Plans should “provide the land and infrastructure
necessary to support current and projected future levels of development” 4.
3.3 The assessment of infrastructure should have a reasonable chance of being delivered
and not merely a ‘wish list’. The infrastructure planning process needs to identify not
only the infrastructure that is required but also take account of the likely cost of delivery,
potential funding gaps, the phasing of delivery, funding sources, and who is responsible
for delivery.
NATIONAL PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE
3.4 The NPPG on Local Plans states that “A Local Plan… should also be realistic about
what can be achieved and when (including in relation to infrastructure). This means…
identifying what infrastructure is required and how it can be funded and brought on
stream at the appropriate time…”.
3.5 The NPPG provides provides guidance regarding infrastructure planning in relation to
Local Plans, it states:
Early discussion with infrastructure and service providers is particularly important to
help understand their investment plans and critical dependencies. The local planning
authority should also involve the Local Enterprise Partnership at an early stage in
considering the strategic issues facing their area, including the prospects for investment
in infrastructure.
The Local Plan should make clear, for at least the first 5 years, what infrastructure is
required, who is going to fund and provide it, and how it relates to the anticipated rate
and phasing of development. This may help in reviewing the plan and in development
management decisions. For the later stages of the plan period less detail may be
provided as the position regarding the provision of infrastructure is likely to be less
certain. If it is known that a development is unlikely to come forward until after the plan
period due, for example, to uncertainty over deliverability of key infrastructure, then this
should be clearly stated in the draft plan.
Where the deliverability of critical infrastructure is uncertain then the plan should
address the consequences of this, including possible contingency arrangements and
alternative strategies. The detail concerning planned infrastructure provision can be set
out in a supporting document such as an infrastructure delivery programme that can be
updated regularly. However the key infrastructure requirements on which delivery of the
plan depends should be contained in the Local Plan itself.
(Paragraph: 018 Reference ID: 12-018-20140306)

4

NPPF paragraph 180-1
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4. Setting the Scene
4.1 The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea is one of the smaller London boroughs
in terms of area and population, but because of its history and position close to the
centre of London it is the location for a wide variety of activities. The Borough covers an
area of approximately five square miles and extends from Chelsea Embankment in the
south, through Kensington, Notting Hill and Ladbroke Grove up to Kensal Green in the
north. It is bounded to the east by Kensington Gardens and to the west by the West
London Railway Line.
CORPORATE STRATEGIES
4.2 The Community Strategy sets out a vision for Kensington and Chelsea up to 2018. “The
Future of our Community 2008-2018” involves the Council, the police, the fire service,
the Primary Care Trust, local businesses and the many voluntary and community
organisations in the borough have been working hard to improve things for the people
who live in, work in, or visit the Royal Borough.
4.3 The strategy is based upon a series of extensive consultation exercises and a review
by partner organisations of their current policies and priorities and is organised around
the following eight themes:
 Environment and Transport
 Culture, Arts and Leisure
 Safer Communities
 Health and Social Care
 Homes and Housing
 Community, Equality and Inclusivity
 Achieving Potential
 Work and Business
4.4 The Community Strategy describes what it feels like to live in, work in or visit the Royal
Borough. This is determined by the many organisations represented in the Partnership,
and by the residents, workers and visitors in the borough. The Kensington and Chelsea
Partnership (KCP) exists to understand the needs and opportunities in the local area
and translate these into clear ambitions, identifying how they will be delivered. This
requires consensus and compromise on issues of competing views and interests. The
Community Strategy is part of a suite of documents, which contains the following:
 The Future of Our Community – Community Strategy: a set of long-term
ambitions; and some specific aims and objectives that will help achieve these
ambitions.
 A Picture of Our Community: some facts and figures which support the ambitions,
aims and objectives captured in the community strategy.
 Improving Our Community: identification of which partner/s who will take the lead
7

in achieving these and how; a set of measures to show progress; and a public
report clearly showing what has been achieved.
4.5 The Council has also published ‘Ambitious for Tomorrow’ which sets out a vision for the
borough from 2014 to 2018 to maintain our excellent services; protect our most
vulnerable residents; rethink housing; create new opportunities; and make our borough
yet more beautiful.
4.6 The Council has also initiated the process of preparing a new Corporate Strategy. The
strategy will set out the Council’s strategic priorities and future iterations of this IDP will
take this into account.
RBKC CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2017/18 TO 2019/20
4.7 On the 8 March 2017 the Council agreed a capital programme covering years from
2016/17 to 2019/2020. It sets out a £397 million capital investment programme5 to
deliver a range of existing and new projects including:
 the new Barlby Primary School and Special Education Needs School;
 a rebuilt Marlborough Primary School and redevelopment of the remainder of the
site;
 a rebuilt North Kensington Library and Youth Centre with additional commercially
let space;
 the purchase of several sites both as development opportunities and also to
enable future regeneration within the Borough; and,
 substantial investment in the purchase of homes for temporary accommodation.
LONDON PLAN
4.8 The London Plan is the strategic plan for London and sets out an integrated economic,
environmental, transport, and social framework for the development of the capital to
2036. It forms part of the development plan for Greater London and London Borough’s
local plans need to be in general conformity with the London Plan and its policies.
4.9 The London Infrastructure Plan 2050 Update6 was commissioned by the Mayor to
ensure that London has the infrastructure it needs to remain one of the best cities in the
world in which to live, work and do business. It sets out a vision for London to 2050 and
considers transport, green infrastructure, digital connectivity, energy, waste/recycling,
water and social infrastructure categories

5

The paper includes all open financial years with planned capital spending (2016-17 onwards) as the
financing of the current year 2016-17 has not yet been finalised. This will be finalised as part of 2016-17
financial year closing in April/May 2017.
6 www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/business-and-economy/better-infrastructure/london-infrastructure-plan-2050
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THE LOCAL PLAN PARTIAL REVIEW
4.10 The Local Plan sets out the key elements of the planning framework for the area to
2028. It outlines the long term spatial vision for the area, and the broad locations for
delivering the housing and other strategic development needs such as employment,
retail, leisure, community, essential public service and transport development.
4.11 The vision for Kensington and Chelsea over the next 20 years is to build on success to
further develop the strong and varied sense of place of the borough. To do this, The
council will work with partners, organisations and residents to: stimulate regeneration in
areas of change; Enhance the reputation of our national and international destinations;
and uphold our residential quality of life. Seven strategic objectives have been identified
to deliver its vision:
The issue
Protecting local uses
and those that are
important to the
vitality of the Borough
from potential loss to
the higher values
commanded by
residential land uses

Improving travel choices
to reduce car
dependency, including
getting better access
onto the existing rail
infrastructure.

Protecting the high
quality historic
environment and
ensuring new
developments are of
equivalent quality so
that we pass on a
legacy to future
generations,
including quality within
the public realm.

Expanded and
translated into
Loss of social,
community and local
uses to residential, and
the difficulty of land for
new ‘local’ uses being
made available
Loss of the range of
uses that bring vitality
to the Borough - shops,
arts and cultural uses,
offices and so forth,
also as above from the
pressure from
residential land values.
The difficulty of moving
north-south in the
Borough, and the lack
of access onto existing
rail infrastructure in the
north of the Borough,
along with the
continued need to
reduce car
dependency.
The need to ensure
that the public realm the space between our
buildings, and our
green spaces matches in quality of so
much of the
architecture of the
Borough.
The need to protect the
built heritage passed
down to us and to
ensure new
developments are
equally valued by our
successors.

Strategic
Objective...
To keep life local.

addressing these
topics
social and community
uses, local shopping
facilities, ‘walkable
neighbourhoods’.

To foster vitality.

town centres, retail,
arts and culture,
creative industry and
business.

To offer better
travel choices.

public transport,
walking and cycling,
parking.

To maintain and
extend our
engaging public
realm.

sense of place,
attractive streets, parks
and outdoor spaces.

To renew our
legacy.

quality design,
conservation and
enhancement.
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Providing for new
residential development
in a way which
diversifies tenure
patterns and house
sizes.
Reducing the
environmental impacts
of everyday activities in
the Borough to better fit
within environmental
limits.

The demand for
housing of all types and
the current
concentrations of
housing tenures.

To achieve a
diversity of
housing.

affordable and market
housing.

Issues relating to our
use of natural
resources and the
impact upon the
planet’s systems.

To respect
environmental
limits.

climate change, waste,
flooding, biodiversity,
air quality and noise.

Figure 1 LPPR Strategic Objectives

4.12 A significant amount of new development will be located in Areas of Change. An
increase in the number of people living and working in the borough will result in the need
for additional and improved existing services and infrastructure. These areas will be a
focus for economic and residential development.
4.13 The areas of change are set out on the LPPR Key diagram:
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Figure 2 LPPR Publication Policies Key Diagram
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4.14 In summary the key areas of change proposals are:
Site Allocations
CA1: Kensal Canalside opportunity Area

Summary of key development and
Infrastructure requirements.
Minimum of:
3,500 new residential units
10,000sq.m of new offices
2,000sq.m new non residential
floorspace, including social and
community and local shopping facilities
Re-provision of the existing
supermarket
Elizabeth Line station
Social and community facilities
(including health, education and police)
New road bridge across the railway line
Pedestrian and cycle bridge over the
canal
Public realm improvements and public
spaces
Transport infrastructure, improved bus
links, new roads, junction improvements
at Ladbroke Grove
On-site renewable energy sources
Waste management and waste water
treatment facilities.

CA3: Wornington Green

538 affordable residential units

(Wornington Green Adopted SPD)

150 private residential units
Improved Athlone Gardens measuring
9,186sq.m
Improved community facility
Play space and equipment
Education facilities
Healthcare facilities
Public transport infrastructure
improvements
Neighbourhood policing facilities

CA4: Land adjacent to Trellick Tower

Minimum of 60 residential units

(Trellick Edenham Adopted SPD)

Social and community facilities
Open spaces
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Site Allocations

Summary of key development and
Infrastructure requirements.

CA6: Earls Court

900 homes

(Opportunity Area Planning Framework Adopted)

10,000sq.m of office floor space
retail and other uses within the A class
uses
a significant cultural facility
social and community facilities
on-site waste management facilities
On-site renewable energy source new
public open space
education facilities
Various transport improvements.
*detailed infrastructure requirements relating to
the approved scheme are contained in an agreed
S106.

CA7: Warwick Road Sites

Minimum of total 1,219 residential units
Public open space
Leisure, social and community facilities
Community sports hall and swimming
pool
Health facilities
Education facilities
A Safer Neighbourhoods Unit
Various transport improvements
*Detailed infrastructure requirements relating to
the approved schemes are contained in agreed
S106 where permission has been granted

CA9: Lots Road Power Station

420 residential units
A1/A2/A3 1,029sq.m
A1/A2/B1/D1 364 sq.m
D1/D2 1653 sq.m
Open space
Road Junction improvements
Cycle and pedestrian improvements
Streetscape improvements
Community facilities
Works and maintenance of Chelsea
Creek
*detailed infrastructure requirements relating to
the approved scheme are contained in an agreed
S106.

CA10: Site at Lots Road

Minimum 120 residential units
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Site Allocations

Summary of key development and
Infrastructure requirements.
Commercial floorspace
* Detailed Infrastructure to be determined through
planning process.

CA11: Harrington Road

Minimum 50 residential units

CA12: Chelsea Farmers’ Market

Minimum 50 residential units
Retail units
New public square
* Detailed Infrastructure to be determined through
planning process

Figure 3 LPPR Key Areas of Change

4.15 These areas of change should be seen as part of a wider transformation relating to
nearby development opportunities at South Fulham Riverside, Earl’s Court, White City
and Old Oak and Park Royal, beyond the borough boundary. Work has already
commenced on redevelopment of the Earl’s Court Exhibition Centre site and many of
the sites in Warwick Road. The known infrastructure requirements for the key areas of
change have been incorporated into the Infrastructure Schedule at Section 16.
BOROUGH CONTEXT
4.16 With a population estimated at 156,1907 Kensington and Chelsea is the most densely
populated borough in the country, packed into just under five square miles of land. It is
primarily residential but is an internationally recognised shopping destination, hosts
world renowned arts and cultural facilities and events, and boasts some of London’s
most visited parks and outdoor spaces. It is also a borough of extremes with some of
the wealthiest neighbourhoods in the country as well as some of the most deprived.
Statistics on deprivation show that North Kensington and parts of Earl’s Court and South
Chelsea face complex combinations of problems such as low incomes, relatively high
unemployment and poor health.
Population
4.17 The 2014 ONS Mid-Year Estimates population projections puts the borough’s
population at 156,190 in 2014.
4.18 Figure 4 illustrates the population of Kensington and Chelsea residents by GLA
estimates provided in five-year age bandings.

7

2014 Ward population estimates for England and Wales, mid-2014 (experimental statistics)
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GLA population estimates and projections for Kensington and Chelsea 2001-2041
180000

175000

Population

170000

165000

160000

155000

150000

145000

Figure 4 Population estimates and projections 2001-2041

4.19 Data from the 2011 Census illustrated that residents of different ages reside in different
parts of the borough. There are higher concentrations of under 16 year olds in the north
of the borough and higher concentrations of the working age population in the wards of
Queens Gate and Earls Court. The older population are more likely to be living in the
far south of the borough.
Age profile over time
4.20 Figure 5 illustrates the age profile of Kensington and Chelsea residents by the ONS and
GLA estimates provided in five-year age bandings. When comparing the data for 2014
and 2020 the GLA estimates higher proportions of people aged 25-34 in 2014 and
higher proportions of people aged 50-59 and 70-84 in 2017 (Figure 6).
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ONS and GLA population estimates by age (five year age bandings) for Kensington and
Chelsea 2014
18,000
16,000
14,000

Population

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

Age
ONS (2014 Ward population estimates for England and Wales, mid-2014)
GLA (GLA 2014 round ward population projections)

Figure 5 ONS & GLA population estimates by age Source: http://data.london.gov.uk/datastore/package/glademographic-projections, ONS: 2014 Ward population estimates for England and Wales, mid-2014
GLA population projections by age (five year age bandings) for Kensington and Chelsea 2014 and 2020
18,000

16,000

14,000

Population

12,000

10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0
Under 1

2-4

5-9

10 - 14 15 - 19 20 - 24

25 - 29 30 - 34 35 - 39 40 - 44 45 - 49 50 - 54

55 - 59 60 - 64

65 - 69 70 - 74 75 - 79 80 - 84 85 - 89

90 +

Age
GLA 2014

GLA 2020

Figure 6 GLA population projections by age. Source: http://data.london.gov.uk/datastore/package/glademographic-projections
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Ethnicity
4.21 71 percent of the population of Kensington and Chelsea fall within the combined White
groups, an eight per cent decrease since 2001. The major increase in the intercensal
period is in the Asian/Asian British group which has increased from 4.9 per cent to 10.0
per cent. However, it is important to remember that this increase is driven in part by the
inclusion of the Chinese group in this category (Figure 7).
Broad ethnicity classifications
RBKC 2001

RBKC 2011

London 2011

England and Wales 2011

100
85.9

90
80

78.6
70.6

70
59.8
60
50
40
30
18.4

20
10
10

4.1

5.7

5

2.2

4.9

13.3
7.5

7

6.6

3.4

5.5

7.2
3.4

1

0
White

Asian/Asian British

Mixed

Black/Black British

Other ethnic group

Figure 7 Broad ethnicity classifications Source: www.rbkc.gov.uk/pdf/Census%202011%20%20December%20Release%20Summary.pdf

Working age population
4.22 The ONS estimates the working age (16-64) population of Kensington and Chelsea to
be 109,000 in 2014, with around 54,200 working age males and 54,800 working age
females. The total population is estimated at 156,200. The proportion of the Royal
Borough’s population that is of working age for males and females is higher than that of
London and England (Error! Reference source not found.).
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Population aged (16-64)
All People Aged 16-64

69.8

70.1

Males Aged 16-64

Females Aged 16-64

69.5
68.2

68.8
67.6

64.3
63.5
62.8

Kensington And Chelsea (%)

London (%)

Great Britain (%)

Figure 8 Population aged 16-64 Source: ONS Population estimates - local authority based by five-year age
band Notes: % is a proportion of total population

4.23 The working age population can be described in terms of their economic activity status.
Figure 9 shows recent economic activity/inactivity figures for the working age population
of Kensington and Chelsea, London and Great Britain.
Economic activity and inactivity of working age population in RBKC, London and Great
Britain (Jan 2015 - Dec 2015)

All people

RBKC (%)

Economically Active 71.4
In Employment
68.2
Employees
51.5
Self Employed
16.2
Unemployed (Model- 5.1
Based)*
Economic Inactive
28.6
Wants A Job
23.4
Does Not Want A 76.6
Job
* - numbers and % are for those aged
economically active

London (%)
77.7
72.9
60
12.6
6.1

Great
(%)
77.8
73.6
63.1
10.2
5.2

22.3
25.3
74.7

22.2
24.3
75.7

Britain

16 and over. % is a proportion of

Figure 9 Economic activity of working age population Source: nomis official labour market statistics:
www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157252/report.aspx#tabempunemp
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4.24 The economic activity and employment rates of working age residents of the Royal
Borough are lower than rates for London and Great Britain, however the proportion of
the population that are self-employed is higher. The proportions of people who are
economically active but unemployed by this measurement is lower than London but
generally higher than in Great Britain.
Employment
4.25 Figure 10 illustrates employment by sector with comparisons for London, England and
Wales. Kensington and Chelsea has the highest proportion nationally of working age
residents in the ‘managers, directors and senior officials’ category. This is despite a 6.3
per cent decrease in this category in the intercensal period. The 2011 proportion is more
than double that of London overall. The proportion of residents employed in
‘professional occupations’ has increased from 17.7 per cent to 23.4 per cent in 2011.
Kensington and Chelsea is ranked 28th in England and Wales for this group. Roughly
a quarter of working residents are employed in ‘associate professional and technical
occupations’ (24.9 per cent), this is the highest proportion in England and Wales.
Employment by occupation for Kensington and Chelsea,
London, England and Wales 2011
RBKC 2001

RBKC 2011

London 2011

England and Wales 2011

29.6

24.9
23.4

23.3

17.7

11.6

23.1

22.5

17.4

16.3
12.7

10.8

11.711.4

11.5

11.1

10
8.3

7.7

9.6

9.4
7.9
4.9

7.5

8.4
7.2

6

3.4 3.6

4.7

4.2 4.3

5.6

5

1.6 1.8

Managers,
directors and
senior of ficials

Professional
occupations

Associate
Administrative
professional and and secretarial
technical
occupations
occupations

Skilled trades
occupations

Caring, leisure
and other
service
occupations

Sales and
customer
service
occupations

Process, plant
and machine
operatives

Elementary
occupations

Figure 10 Employment by occupation Source: www.rbkc.gov.uk/pdf/Census%202011%20%20December%20Release%20Summary.pdf
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4.26 The largest areas of employment in the Royal Borough, as at 2011, are ‘financial and
insurance; professional, scientific and technical; and real estate’ activities. Kensington
and Chelsea is ranked first (2,762 residents or 3.4 per cent) of all local authorities in
England and Wales for the proportion of the employed population that work in ‘real
estate activities’. More than one-fifth (21.5 per cent or 17,494 residents) work in
‘financial and insurance activities’. This is the largest group overall and ranks the
borough 2nd in England and Wales, after City of London (22.5 per cent). The London
average is 7.7 per cent. 16.7 per cent of the working population of Kensington and
Chelsea are employed in ‘professional, scientific and technical activities’ (13,599
residents) ranking the borough 6th in the country for this category.

5. Review of Existing Infrastructure Studies
5.1 The information gathered for the IDP will be used in conjunction with the following
existing and emerging studies and plans, to estimate the likely physical, social, green
and environmental infrastructure over the Plan period:
 Greater London Authority: The London Plan 2016
 The Kensington and Chelsea consolidated Local Plan (2015)
 The Kensington and Chelsea Local Plan Partial Review: Publication Policies (2017)
 Kensal Development Infrastructure Funding Study (2016)
5.2 Together the Consolidated Local Plan and London Plan comprise the existing
Development Plan for the Royal Borough. In addition, the following list of plans and
strategies has influenced the IDP requirements. This is summarised below.
LONDON INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN 2015 UPDATE
5.3 The GLA produced the London Infrastructure Plan 2050 (LIP 2050) 8 which was
consultated on in July 2014. An update to this report was published in March 2015.
5.4 The LIP 2050 set out the physical changes required to support a rapidly growing London
in the first half of the 21st century. The LIP included the following:


London-wide population projections up to 2050 in order to assess the broad
magnitude of London’s infrastructure needs (in transport, utilities and green
infrastructure), its costs and how to pay for it, where it might be needed and how
to deliver it better



How new technologies and innovations may change the way in which infrastructure
is created and provided, and what is required in order to prepare for technological
change

8

www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/business-and-economy/better-infrastructure/london-infrastructureplan-2050
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Potential governance arrangements for the GLA and infrastructure providers so
that London could deliver its infrastructure in a more integrated and efficient way



The infrastructure needed to meet demand over the short, medium and long term
(up to 2050).



The full costs of delivering and maintaining the infrastructure that London needs,
based on a bottom-up assessment of all the stated requirements.

5.5 The LIP 2050 describes how London is projected to reach over 11 million inhabitants
by mid-century, a 37per cent increase from 2011. Combined with a backlog of
investment, an historically low level of capital investment in the UK compared with
other countries, rising expectations and challenging climate change obligations, the
demand for infrastructure is going to increase significantly as London enters an
unprecedented era of growth.
5.6 It demonstrates that the following infrastructure will be required over the short,
medium and long terms up to 2050:
Transport
5.7 The LIP 2050 sets out plans to provide a projected 70% increase in rail and tube
capacity serving London’s economy and 1.5 million new homes, and improve the
capital’s international connectivity and dramatically improve transport’s contribution
to Londoners’ quality of life. This will be done though:


a new four-runway hub airport to the east of London;



delivery of up to 36 trains per hour on certain tube lines;



Crossrail 2 by 2030;



extending the Bakerloo line;



new East-London river crossings;



four-tracking the West Anglia lines;



a South London Metro;



an inner orbital road tunnel;



improvements to double the number of passengers on London’s rail network; and



200km of new cycle highways.

5.8 Chapter 8 of this IDP demonstrates how RBKC will work alongside TfL in delivering
improvements to the local and strategic transport network to support the London-wide
provision of transport infrastructure.
Green Infrastructure
5.9 The LIP 2050 sets out how the GLA will champion a network of green infrastructure
to provide flood protection, shade, biodiversity, cleaner air, a greener environment
visually, pedestrian and cycling routes and space for recreation. It discusses how the
GLA will deliver specific projects, develop the evidence base of the benefits of green
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infrastructure and service a dedicated ‘taskforce’ to investigate the future design and
management of this infrastructure. This IDP identifies specific projects within this
green infrastructure network, and will work alongside the GLA in order to contribute
towards the London-wide green infrastructure network.
Digital Connectivity
5.10 The LIP 2050 discusses how the GLA will develop a map of London’s connectivity,
which will be used for connectivity ratings of individual properties and to identify where
networks need to be improved. It sets out how the GLA will support an economically
viable mix of technologies including fibre broadband, mobile broadband and future
methods of wireless internet delivery.
Energy
5.11 The current provision of energy relies heavily on national government, with a need to
double investment to supply sufficient zero-carbon electricity to the grid, with up to a
20 per cent increase in demand in the capital by 2050. The LIP 2050 shows how the
GLA will encourage new suppliers to the market and develop its £300m existing
pipeline of local energy projects, including in heat recovery, as well as continuing to
retrofit existing property to improve energy efficiency and reduce demand.
Water
5.12 In order to meet a projected gap between water supply and demand (reaching 10 per
cent by 2025), The LIP 2050 discusses how Thames Water will be supported to
introduce new technologies to repair leaks, roll out water meters combined with more
sophisticated tariffs, implement water efficiency measures and, in the longer term,
encourage waste water reuse. The GLA and RBKC support the Thames Tideway
Tunnel but want to see better long-term drainage management across the city, with
25 year plans for drainage and flood risk management as well as water supply. This
IDP considers local flood risk and management plans in order to manage these issues
locally.
Waste
5.13 By 2050, the GLA aim is that very little waste will require disposal, the economic
benefits of which will include savings of up to £5bn, a growing economic sector with
new employment opportunities, reduced exposure to volatile global commodity prices
and less toxic waste. The LIP 2050 discusses how enabling this so-called circulareconomy approach will require investment in around 40 new facilities, in addition to
London’s existing capacity, for the reuse, repair and remanufacture of materials.
KENSAL DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRCUTURE FUNDING STUDY (DIFS)
5.14 A Development Infrastructure Funding Study has been prepared for Kensal Canalide,
the most significant site allocation in the Local Plan Partial Review.
5.15 Kensal Canalside is an Opportunity Area in the London Plan. The London Plan sees
3,500 new homes planned at the site, this is reflected in the LPPR. Infrastructure is a
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barrier to development. There are a number of constraints to access from rail and
canal corridors and a single point of vehicle access from Ladbroke Grove. The DIFS
sets out the infrastructure required (both within and outside of the site boudnary) that
would overcome these by detailing:


The Infrastructure requirements for growth at the site under a range of scenarios;



When the demand for infrastructure arises;



How much those infrastructure requirements cost; and



How those infrastructure requirements might be paid for?

5.16 Because transport is both a key constraint and an opportunity, this DIFS study was
undertaken alongside the Kensal Canalside and North Pole Transport Study. The
transport study is reflected in the DIFS.
5.17 The key infrastructure reqiurements associated with the site allocation have been
included as part of each service provider section in the IDP.
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6. Planning and Borough Development
6.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


RBKC Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) (2015-21)9



RBKC Flood Risk Sequential Test (2017)10



Thames Estuary 2100 Local Council Briefing Document – RBKC (2015)



Thames Estuary 2100 Plan (TE2100) (2014)11



RBKC Surface Water Management Plan (2014)12



RBKC Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2014)13



Kensal Canalside Development Infrastructure and Funding Study (2016)14



Norland Neighbourhood Plan15



St Quintin and Woodlands Neighbourhood Plan 16

FLOODING PREVENTION
6.2

The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 and the Flood Risk Regulations 2009
placed new duties on local authorities. As a Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA), the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea has a responsibility for leading the coordination of local flood risk management within the Borough. This includes ensuring
that flood risks from local sources, including surface water runoff, groundwater and
ordinary watercourses and their interactions, are identified and managed. The Council
has the duty, under Section 9 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010, to put in
place a Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) to manage all sources of
flood risks consistent with a risk management approach.

6.3

The LFRMS is an important tool to help understand and manage flood risk within
Kensington and Chelsea. It sets out plans for flood risk management and makes
links to Planning and other relevant departments to achieve a holistic management of
flood risk. It takes into account the needs of our residents and businesses to reduce
the risk of flooding when possible and help the recovery process after a flooding
incident The Strategy is a ‘living document’ and it will evolve as new information is
available.

9

www.rbkc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/atoms/files/Local%20Flood%20Risk%20Management%20Strategy.pdf
https://planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/782882/24784325.1/PDF//Flood_Risk_Sequential_Test_February_2017.pdf
11 www.gov.uk/government/publications/thames-estuary-2100-te2100
12 www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy/flooding/lead-flood-authority/surface-watermanagement
13 http://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy/flooding/strategic-flood-riskassessment
14 planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/752066/23119205.1/PDF/-/161025_Kensal_DIFS.pdf
15 www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/neighbourhood-planning/current-projects/norlandneighbourhood-plan
16 www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/neighbourhood-planning/current-projects/st-quintin-andwoodlands
10
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6.4

This will be carried out through a series of strategic local objectives. Each objective
has a number of actions to be achieved at different timescales. The Action Plan ( at
Appendix 1 of the LFRMS) includes a number of actions; some relate to soft measures:
investigation, review, policy implementation, whereas others can be categorised as
hard measures, ensuring the physical integrity of critical infrastructure.

6.5

The flooding of 2007 left hundreds of properties in the Borough flooded with surface
and sewer water flooding. Since then, the Council has been working with Thames
Water to address this problem and ensure residents and businesses are protected
against flooding. Ofwat approved the funds needed to undertake the Counters Creek
Sewer Alleviation Scheme in December 2014.

6.6

Thames Water’s proposal to solve this problem includes four elements:


A new storm relief sewer to increase the sewer capacity (Counters Creek Storm
Relief Sewer);



Sustainable drainage systems to reduce surface water run-off entering the sewers
(a pilot study is being built in Arundel Gardens);



Anti-flooding (FLIP) devices to stop the sewers surcharging into lower properties;
and,



Local sewer improvements
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Figure 11 Map of RBKC showing ward boundaries, the proposed sites for the Counters Creek Storm Relief
Sewer proposed by Thames Water and the Arundel Gardens SuDS pilot.
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6.7

The Thames Estuary 2100 Plan sets out recommendations for flood risk management
for London and the Thames estuary through to the end of the century and beyond.
TE2100 Local Council Briefing Document for the borough, identifies the Council as a
delivery partner in a number of reccomendations including to agreeing a programme
of alternative measures to manage fluvial flood risk and maintain, enhance or replace
river defence walls and active structures.
Flood zones

6.8

The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment identifies the most significant sources of flood
risk within the Borough as a breach or overtopping of the Thames tidal defences;
flooding from surface water; and sewer flooding.

6.9

The Borough is covered by three different flood risk zones, defined by the Environment
Agency, in relation to the increasing probability of river and sea flooding (ignoring the
presence of flood defences). Zone 1 is low probability, Zone 2 refers to medium
probability and Zone 3 is high probability. Most of the Borough falls within Flood Zone
1. The actual risk of flooding is greatly reduced by the Thames tidal flood defences
(embankment and the Thames Barrier). The risk management authority responsible
for flooding from River Thames is the Environment Agency.

6.10 The main type of flooding which is likely to affect the Borough is the interaction of
surface and sewer water flooding due to the lack of capacity in the existing sewer
system. Basement sewer flooding associated with the Counters Creek sewer in the
west of the Borough is a major local flooding concern. Flooding can occur regularly
due to insufficient capacity in the combined drainage network and because many
basements have low level connections to the sewer system. To address this, the
Surface Water Management Plan identified four critical drainage areas (CDAs) which
show a complex interaction of surface and sewer water flooding.
Flood warning
6.11 the Floodline Warnings Direct (FWD) flood warning service, which gives advance
warning of flooding via phone, text, email, pager or fax. Warnings are also broadcast
on local radio, particularly LBC which has agreed to broadcast flood warnings in
London.
Thames Tideway Tunnel
6.12 The Thames Tideway Tunnel and associated works is a sewerage infrastructure
project which will capture the flows of storm sewage from sewer overflow points along
the River Thames (the project is not to increase sewer capacity within Lonoon but to
stop sewage spillages into the river Thames under storm conditions). The tunnel will
run approximately 25 kilometres through the heart of London, and up to 75 meters
beneath the River Thames, broadly following the path of the river. A Development
Consent Order for the project was granted on the 12 September 2014. The Thames
Tideway Tunnel has two sites in the borough: Cremorne Wharf and Chelsea
Embankment.
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Neighbourhoods Plans
6.13 There are two Neighbourhood Forums in the borough. The Norland Neighbourhood
Plan was made in March 2014 and the St Quintin and Woodlands Neighbourhood Plan
was supported in a referendum in February 2016. Each of these plans include
neighbourhood infrastructure proposals within them.
6.14 Initial infrastructure proposals included within the Norland Neighbourhood Plan:


traffic calming measures at Clarendon Cross, along Pottery Lane, the north side of
St James’s Gardens and Queensdale Road;



improved Heritage style lighting;



improvement of concrete paving to York stone;



improvement of mews’ road surfaces to setts; and further street tree planting.

6.15 Initial infrastructure proposals included within the St Quintin and Woodlands
Neighbourhood Plan:


streetscape improvements and other measures to improve the environment of
Latimer Road;



CCTV in North Pole Road; and



subject to successful temporary road closures in St Helen’s Gardens (section
outside the church), installation of a shared surface on the roadway to allow for a
short section of the street to become a car-free area on Saturdays.

28

Figure 12 RBKC Neighbourhood Plan Areas
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7. Policy & Partnerships
7.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


Ambitious for Tomorrow17



City Living Local Life18

SOCIAL SERVICES
7.2

The emphasis in social care is on support for the individual rather than physical
facilities. Care within the community, fostering and a national policy emphasis on care
within the recipient’s own home are altering the traditional notions of residential
institutions. Public and private sector partnership is increasingly the main delivery
mechanism for social care.

7.3

There are three main types of social care in Kensington and Chelsea: Care for children
and families;


Care for older people; and



Care for vulnerable and disabled people.

7.4

In terms of adult social care facilities, this includes day care centres, resource centres
(which offer services and activities for adults who have physical or sensory disability,
support people who wish to gain paid employment, enter voluntary work or take part
in further/higher education and run courses in Business Administration, Computer
Use, Music, Drama and Personal Development), and older people’s residential care
homes.

7.5

Kensington and Chelsea has capacity issues relating to residential and nursing home
care for people with mental care issues and dementia. Also there are 130 people with
learning disabilities living outside of the Borough because of issues with the availability
of facilities and support.

7.6

More lifetime homes and specialist accommodation for vulnerable people is also
required within the Borough. The Council, Westminister City Council, Hammersmith &
Fulham have undertaken a Joint Strategic Needs Assessment. The findings from this
assessment are incorporated within this Plan.

7.7

At present there is no detailed information available in regard to children’s social
services or any related capacity issues. This information will be incorporated into this
Plan in due course.
CITY LIVING LOCAL LIFE

7.8

17
18

City Living, Local Life (CLLL) is a programme in the Royal Borough of Kensington and
Chelsea where local people, other community members and Councillors identify local
issues that matter to them and find practical ways to tackle these and make the area

http://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/launch.aspx?pbid=f0071fb1-268f-44a3-8bae-825f38b328a9
www.rbkc.gov.uk/subsites/citylivinglocallife.aspx
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a better place to live, work in and visit. The programme gives small amounts of money
and lots of practical support to make the best ideas come to life.
7.9

Funding for projects is allocated on a ward level, with at least one or more of the
following aims applying to all successful projects:


enhance understanding of local areas (including history, geography,
demography, local assets and community resources);



build stronger connections and relationships within communities (networking
within and beyond ward boundaries);



help to identify, assess and prioritise improvements in local areas;



devise practical solutions that engage and involve local people and;



work with local people and organisations to deliver those solutions.

7.10 CLLL also operates as a ward funding model. It provides a useful starting point for
spending Neighbourhood CIL in consultation with local communities in the borough,
for which more information will be published in 2017.
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8. Transport & Technical Services
8.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


Local Implementation Plan (2011)19



Local Implementation Plan Updated Performance Monitoring Plan (2014) 20



Mayors Transport Strategy21



Kensal Development Infrastructure Funding Study22



Air Quality and Climate Change Action Plan 2016-202123

8.2

Transport infrastructure within Kensington and Chelsea incorporates the streets,
walkways and public realm for pedestrians; the highways, quietways and cycle parking
facilities for cyclists; highways and vehicle parking facilities for private motor vehicles,
servicing and delivery vehicles, buses, taxis and private hire vehicles; and the
underground tube systems and overground rail network which provides connections
within the Borough, to other parts of London, and beyond.

8.3

Transport infrastructure within the Borough is the responsibility of a number of
organisations. Transport for London maintain and are responsible for the Transport for
London Road Network (TLRN or ‘Red routes’), bus services, tube services and London
Overground rail services. The Department for Transport, Network Rail and Southern
Trains are responsible for ‘heavy rail’ services on the West London Line. The borough
has responsibility for the development and maintenance of the highway which does
not form part of the TLRN, or 92% of road length in the Borough.

8.4

The overall planning for future transport needs and improvement programs is currently
set out in the Borough’s Consolidated Local Plan (2015) / Local Plan Partial Review
(2017), the Borough’s Local Implementation Plan (LIP) (2011), the London Plan
(consolidated with alterations since 2011) (2016), the Mayor’s Transport Strategy
(2010) and Kensal Development Infrastructure Funding Study (2016).
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

8.5

The borough is served by 34 bus routes. Performance of buses is analysed by looking
at scheduled waiting time and excess waiting time. The scheduled waiting time shows
the time passengers would wait on average if the service ran exactly as scheduled.
The excess waiting time shows additional wait experienced by passengers due to the
irregular spacing of buses or buses failing to turn up. The scheduled waiting time in
Quarter 1 2016/17 was 4.21 minutes and the excess waiting time for the same period
was 1.23 minutes.

19

www.rbkc.gov.uk/parking-transport-and-streets/managing-traffic/local-implementation-plan
www.rbkc.gov.uk/parking-transport-and-streets/managing-traffic/local-implementation-plan
21 www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/our-vision-transport/mayors-transport-strategy
22 planningconsult.rbkc.gov.uk/gf2.ti/f/752066/23119205.1/PDF/-/161025_Kensal_DIFS.pdf
23 www.rbkc.gov.uk/environment/air-quality/air-quality-and-climate-change-action-plan-2016-2021-0
20
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8.6

There are 13 underground tube stations (on five lines) and two overground rail stations
in the Royal Borough.

8.7

Data from Transport for London (TfL) shows the busiest stations in the borough in
terms of numbers of people entering and exiting are South Kensington and then
Knightsbridge.

8.8

Car Clubs are promoted as an alternative to private car use in an attempt to alleviate
parking pressure and congestion within the Borough. A total of 168 Car Club bays are
located on street throughout the borough and are available to book online or over the
phone. Cars are available on a round-trip basis whereby they are picked up from and
returned to a fixed location. The Car Club fleet within the borough includes 20 vans
available for hire.

8.9

Taxis and private hire vehicles, Community Transport, Shopmobility, and Taxicard
schemes form part of the transport choice available to people with limited access to
other transport. Dial-a-Ride provides an accessible door-to-door mini-bus service for
people who have difficulty accessing conventional public transport. The Council’s
Accessible Transport team administers the Blue Badge and Purple Badge Disabled
Parking Schemes.
TRANSPORT INVESTMENT

8.10 Investment programmes for transport infrastructure within the borough or for
infrastructure outside the borough that will impinge upon local travel conditions are
being delivered by national government, TfL and by the Council as highway authority.
8.11 Rail priorities are set by the Department for Transport in its High Level Output
Statement (HLOS), which are incorporated into the Network Rail Strategic Business
Plan. The latter currently covers the period 2014 to 2019 and is known as Control
Period 5 (CP5).
8.12 TfL has varied responsibilities for transport services in London including strategic
roads and buses. The National Rail network is owned by Network Rail and Crossrail,
now known as the Elizabeth line, will be owned by both Network Rail and TfL. TfL now
has powers to let concessions to operate services on the West London, North London
and East London lines plus Gospel Oak to Barking and Watford to Euston services.
TfL is the sponsor responsible for delivering the Crossrail project.
8.13 TfL has begun modelling the implications for rail overcrowding given that overcrowding
on some areas of the network will still exist to 2028 and beyond even after taking into
account Crossrail and Thameslink. The GLA Transport Committee has reported that
TfL has developed initial proposals for inclusion of a follow on programme to the train
and platform lengthening programme currently being taken forward, namely HLOS2.
This programme would include longer and more frequent trains on most lines into
London, associated platform enhancements and increases in station capacity to cater
for the increased number of passengers.
8.14 Crossrail is not included in the above analysis but this will provide additional rail
capacity into Paddington and Liverpool Street from 2018/19 onwards. In theory, The
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The Elizabeth Line will provide a peak hour capacity of 15,000 passengers into
Paddington and 36,000 passengers into Liverpool Street (based on provisional
capacity of 1,500 passengers per train). However, some of this capacity is a
substitution for existing Great Western/Heathrow and Great Eastern/West Anglia
services. Crossrail will also provide relief to London Underground services as much
as to National Rail services.
8.15 The Council has lobbied for an The Elizabeth Line Station at Kensal for many years.
In March 2016 the Mayor of London expressed support for this ambition and the
Council is now working with Network Rail to establish with more certainty whether and
how the station and supporting additional tracks can be accommodated.
8.16 The Council supports the provision of a Crossrail 2 Station at King’s Road, Chelsea.
Some parts of south west Chelsea are not well served by the underground. The new
station would bring around 5,000 homes within a ten minute walk of an underground
station for the first time.
8.17 Rail and tube upgrades will provide most of the increase in public transport capacity
to 2028. TfL is projecting a 40% increase in bus patronage by 2028 across London.
The intention seems to be to bridge this gap by a more efficient distribution of services,
with capacity switched to more popular routes.
8.18 The current planned investment will add significant additional public transport capacity
but several residual problems and issues remain. Post-2018 and towards 2028 further
capacity increases will be required but, at present, no firm proposals exist. The main
investment priorities from this analysis are considered to be as follows:


The Elizabeth Line station (Crossrail station) in Kensal



More targeted traffic management measure to alleviate congestion hotspots in the
Borough



Extension of London Underground congestion relief programme to South
Kensington Station



Improvements to public transport, particularly north-to-south movement including
Hammersmith & City line upgrading, improvements at South Kensington Tube



Crossrail 2 station in Chelsea [in schedule]



Interchange improvements at stations, e.g. Earls Court Station and West
Brompton.



Public realm improvements on the TLRN and other roads including measures to
reduce speed and more and improved pedestrian and cyclist crossing facilities.



More positive measures to assist cyclists, including priority measures, additional
Quietway routes as part of the Central London Grid, extension of cycle hire
schemes to North Kensington, additional cycle parking and increased cycle
permeability.



Step free access at all stations in the borough. Given limited funding the borough
has prioritised the following stations;


Ladbroke Grove
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Notting Hill Gate (District and Circle Line as the Central Line would be very
expensive)



High Street Kensington



South Kensington (District and Circle and Piccadilly Lines).



In addition TfL and a private developer are likely to joint fund the provision
of step free at Knightsbridge station.

LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (LIP)
8.19 Each London borough is required to develop a LIP under the GLA Act (1999). The LIP
sets out how the borough will deliver the Mayor's Transport Strategy at a local level.
8.20 The Local Implementation Plan (LIP) sets out how the Council intends to implement
the Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy (MTS) as well as other sub-regional and
local transport-related priorities. This is the second LIP produced by the Borough, the
first one expired in April 2011. The Mayor of London approved this LIP in October 2011
and our Updated 2014/15 to 2016/17 Delivery Plan and Performance Monitoring Plan
in December 2013. The mayor is expected to publish guidance to boroughs on writing
their third LIPs in summer 2017.
8.21 Funding is allocated under five main programmes:


Principal road maintenance



Bridge strengthening



Corridors, neighbourhoods and supporting measures



Traffic signal modernisation for sites on borough roads



Major Schemes

8.22 The LIP projects and costs associated with delivering these have informed the
preparation of this IDP.
AIR QUALITY
8.23 There is an increasing recognition of the serious health effects caused by air pollution.
It has been reported24 by Kings College London that 25% of all early deaths in the
borough in 2010 were attributable to nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter (PM2.5)
pollution. Mortality from exposure to PM2.5 is one of the Public Health Outcome
Framework Indicators that help us to understand how well public health is being
improved and protected. The Councils Air Quality and Climate Change Action Plan
(2016- 2021) identifies infrastructure needed by the Council to improve air quality for
residents. These may include the following:


Equipment for monitoring air pollution and quantify the sources of pollution

24

Understanding the Health Impacts of Air Pollution in London
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/hiainlondon_kingsreport_14072015_final.pdf
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Digital pubic announcement boards displaying air pollution alers



Alternative fuel (like electric vehicle charge points) infrastructure



Greening which may trap pollution or encourage modal shift to active travel
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Figure 13: RBKC Transport and Technical Services

9. Children’s Services
9.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


School Organisation & Investment Strategy (2017)



Projected Demand for School Places (GLA)

SCHOOL EDUCATION
9.2

Councils as Local Education Authorities have a statutory obligation to provide
education according to the Department for Education guidance.
School Organisation and Investment Strategy (2017)

9.3

The number of pupils on roll in state-funded schools in Kensington & Chelsea at the
start of the 2016/17 academic year (both resident and non-resident) is as follows:


163 at 4 Nursery schools



7,299 at 27 Primary schools (6,767 plus 532 nursery)



5,064 at 6 Secondary schools (4,255 plus 809 in 6th forms)



In addition:



50 at Latimer Alternative Provision Academy



96 at Chelsea Community Hospital School

9.4

The GLA school population projections reported in 2016 continue to show a steady
decline for a ten-year period, the GLA is now reporting a reducing primary school
population. GLA projections indicate a potential surplus of primary school places
across the Borough in the medium to long term, but these projections do not take
account of local factors, such as regeneration including additional housing and
demand for state school placements due to quality.

9.5

By contrast the secondary school population will increase faster than previously
forecast as primary pupils fed through the system.

9.6

The Council has invested heavily in providing sufficient places for every child who
needs a school place, as well as those children who require special educational
provision. New schools will be created as part of development or regeneration
schemes where there is a requirement for additional places. Kensington Primary
Academy opened in September 2016 as part of the major housing development.
Kensington Aldridge Academy for secondary pupils will provide a further 540 places
when it is fully open in 2018/19. The Council will seek to expand or improve existing
schools where it is justified by local demand, or development opportunities arise.

9.7

On 21 July 2016, the Council's Cabinet agreed there was a compelling case for the
redevelopment of Barlby Primary School. Barlby has been judged ‘Outstanding’ by

Ofsted but its buildings are outdated, tired and don’t make best use of the site. The
Council is working with Barlby Primary School to deal with these issues. A larger
building would allow Barlby to increase its intake from 45 to 60 pupils per year from
2019. This means the school will eventually have 450 pupils in total, including 30 in
the nursery. With the possibility of new housing schemes being built demand for school
places is expected to increase and an expanded Barlby Primary School would help
meet this need.
9.8

The current investment programme, combined with investment in new free schools,
will deliver a further 500 primary school places across the Borough by 2023-24 and a
new 80-place special school for pupils aged 3-19 is planned to open in 2020.

9.9

The proportion of Borough resident pupils attending independent schools has
remained over 55% in both the primary and secondary sectors during the past 5 years.
The primary sector has remained steady at 56% while the secondary sector has
dipped by 1 percentage point to 56%.

9.10 The Council’s schools represent a major asset in the community, and as well as
providing an excellent standard for education, the Council seeks to use the buildings
to deliver other strategies for improving the lives of very young children, students
leaving schools and entering the world of work, and a wide range of other community
services.
9.11 The Council subscribes to the GLA School Roll Projection Service (SRP), which
provides a 10 year forecast. The annual projections form the initial source of data for
local authority maintained school place planning. Updated projections of London’s
population by age, sex, and local authority or ward of residence are produced in
January. The GLA pupil projections are used by the majority local authorities in
London.
9.12 When planning investment to provide additional school places, the Council will review
the capacity of existing buildings and sites, where space can be re-designated, or
create scope for temporary solutions.
9.13 The Primary Roll Projection table below shows sufficient capacity to meet primary
school place demand in maintained schools.


For the next 10 years 2017 to 2027 there are sufficient primary places to meet
demand.



The current GLA estimates show primary numbers in the Borough will continue to
decline.

9.14 There are sufficient primary places across the Borough, which will be resolved by
2018.
9.15 In the secondary sector there is a sufficiency of places for Y7 to Y11 which takes into
account the added pressure of an increased number of primary pupils feeding through
the system but by 2020 pupil projections wil exceed published admission numbers
(PAN)
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Year

Published Admissions
Number (PAN)

GLA
Projection
R – Y6

Difference
PAN/Projection

2017

6,633

6,775

-142
2.09% deficit

2022

7,083

6,191

892
14.4% surplus

2027

7,173

1,040

6,133

17% surplus

Figure 14 Primary school pupil projections

Year

Published
Admissions
Number (PAN)

GLA Projection
(Y7-Y11)

Difference
PAN/projection

2017

4,440

4,251

-41
0.8% deficit

2022

4,800

5,126

-326
6.4% deficit

2027

4,800

5,045

-245
4.9% deficit

Figure 15: Secondary school pupil projections

Children’s centres
9.16 Children’s Centres often share space within existing facilities such as schools and
libraries. The sharing of space within existing facilities ensures the centres are located
in accessible and convenient locations for local residents to access. There is
significant scope for co-location.
Special Educational Needs (SEN)
9.17 Schools, Early Years settings, and the local authority work together so that resources
are matched to children’s needs in order to provide a suitable and efficient continuum
of SEN support for children and young people. The Council’s Local Offer for children
and young people with SEN and High Needs focuses on achievement of outcomes
through evidence-based provision in mainstream and specialist early years’ settings,
schools and Further Education Colleges.
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9.18 The Council aims to provide a Local Offer in settings that have been judged being
Good or Outstanding by Ofsted so that children with SEN can be educated and
supported in becoming independent in or near their local community. The provision
provides access to educational intervention addressing children and young people’s
learning difficulties in the following areas:


Communication and Interaction (CI)



Cognition and Learning (CL)



Social Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) and



Sensory/Physical (SP)



Schools and Resource Bases

9.19 The number of pupils with statements of SEN and Education, Health Care (EHC) plans
on roll in RBKC schools has changed as follows:
2006
368

2011
405

2014
440

2016
568

Figure 16 Pupils with SEN, and Education, Health Care Plans on roll in RBKC schools

9.20 A new special school for children could be built on the Barlby site. Kensington and
Chelsea currently does not have a dedicated special school within the borough,
meaning that many children travel some distance to schools in other boroughs and the
independent sector. With more and more children being identified as having autistic
spectrum disorder and the continuing demand for places for those with severe learning
difficulties it is clear that a new school meeting these needs would provide excellent,
high quality and cost effective support.
Further Education
9.21 Kensington and Chelsea College offers a range of higher education and vocational
qualifications including Apprenticeship, BTEC, Diploma, GCSE, HNC and NVQ.
9.22 Information on current admission levels, demand for college places and adult learning
requirements and demand is not available at present. This data will be requested from
the appropriate key partners and used to update and inform this Plan.

Further Education / Higher Education Demand
16-18 Years Olds Requiring Further Education (FE)

353

19+ Year Olds Requiring Adult Learning (AL)

1,149

Total Demand

1,502
Figure 17 Further Education / Higher Education Demand
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Assessment of Cost of 16-18 and 19-65 FE and AL, 2006 - 2028
37,549,128
Figure 18 Further Education / Higher Education Cost

CHILDCARE
9.23 The Childcare Act 2006 fulfils the government’s commitment to give every child the
best start in life and parents greater choice about how to balance work and life. The
Act places duties on local authorities to improve outcomes for young children and
reduce inequalities between them. The Act gives local authorities a key role in shaping
the childcare market in their area.
9.24 An assessment regarding sufficiency has been conducted to determine the supply of
childcare and parental demand for childcare to enable the Council to perform its
Childcare Duty as outlined in the Act. The total number of children that require
consideration within this assessment is 40,993 (39,115 children aged 0 to 14 years
and 1,878 young people aged 15 to 17 years with disabilities, Mid-Year Estimate 2004
ONS).
9.25 Childcare supply and demand analysis for Kensington and Chelsea demonstrates:


Areas of low supply and high demand where development of childcare is needed
and would be sustainable.



Areas with low supply and demand where intervention in the market is likely to be
required. There are nine areas with low supply of early years care and 16 areas
with low supply of out of school care. A total of five areas have been identified as
having a high level of demand for these services.



Areas with high supply and high demand where the market is most likely to be
functioning and market forces will meet supply with little intervention. There are no
areas currently within the Borough which have a high demand and high supply of
both early years and out of school care.



Areas with high supply and low demand are likely to have sufficiency of childcare.
There are 18 areas across the Borough with a high level of both care services and
therefore demand is low.
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Figure 19 Schools in Kensington and Chelsea
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10. Environment, Leisure and Residents’ Services
10.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


Environment, Leisure and Residents’ Services Business Plan 2016 -17



The Royal Borough Environment Project Action Plan25



Air Quality and Climate Change Action Plan 2016-202126



Parks Strategy 2016 to 202527



Arts and Culture Policy 2009-202028



Play Strategy (2006)29

ROYAL BOROUGH ENVIRONMENT PROJECT
10.2

10.3

The Royal Borough Environment Project (RBEP) aims to work in partnership with the
local community and the public, private and voluntary sectors, to improve and clean
up neglected sites in the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. The project aims
to work with a range of partners and local people to:


Increase local residents’ involvement and pride in their local environment.



Support a diverse range of innovative and appropriate environmental initiatives.



Improving the appearance and use of the grot spots and local area,

Agreed future priorities for the RBEP include:


Grot Spots (Under-used, neglected and/ or derelict areas)



Community Kitchen Gardens



Bridge improvement schemes



Green Roofs



Greening of Social Housing Open Spaces



Community engagement (Street greening initiatives, art projects)



Identifying suitable partners to participate in the project



Building links with other environmental and educational projects

25

www.rbkc.gov.uk/environment/environment-project/royal-borough-environment-project
www.rbkc.gov.uk/environment/air-quality/air-quality-and-climate-change-action-plan-2016-2021-0
27 www.rbkc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/atoms/files/Parks%20Strategy%202016-2025.pdf
28 www.rbkc.gov.uk/leisure-and-culture/culture/arts-and-culture-policy-2009-2020
29 www.rbkc.gov.uk/PDF/38%20RBKC%20Play%20Strategy.pdf
26
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PARKS STRATEGY (2016-2025)
10.4

The aim of the Parks Strategy is to set out theCouncil’s priorities for deployment of its
resources in parks and open spaces over the coming years in order to maximise
return on investment.

10.5

The Council is responsible for some 28 parks, two cemeteries and a further 60 green
spaces. The Council and its stakeholders share a common endeavour to maintain
and, where possible, improve the condition of the parks so that they are in a better
condition at the end of this strategy.

10.6

The four priorities set out in this strategy are:


Provide a balance of leisure facilities and quiet space across the borough, so that
its parks and green spaces can be enjoyed by all and no park is overwhelmed by
activity.



Ensure the parks are safe places to visit and enjoy, demonstrate best practice in
tackling crime and disorder, and ensure that parks are acknowledged to be safe.



Manage the long-term resilience of the parks in relation to usage, biodiversity, and
climate change.



Maximise funds by harnessing external resource (where this fits park interests).

10.7

Each of the major parks in the borough has its own strategic and operational
management plan, which is drawn up to reflect borough-wide core strategies covering
for example, service delivery, the Parks Strategy objectives, the local character of the
park, local consultation findings.

10.8

Alongside the Parks Strategy is the Local Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) (2010/11 –
2014/15)30, due to be revised and adopted in 2017. This document sets the Royal
Borough’s plans to protect, conserve and enhance its biodiversity and will outline
specific projects for habitat creation and enhancement. The BAP will have a particular

30

https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/subsites/wildlife/biodiversity/localbiodiversityactionplan.aspx
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emphasis on volunteer input and the positive effect access to wildlife has on physical
and mental health.
SPORT AND LEISURE
10.9

Three main public leisure centres serve the borough; Kensington Leisure Centre,
Chelsea Sports Centre and the Westway Sports Centre which is run by the Westway
Development Trust. Each of the main parks has a range of sports facilities on offer.

10.10 The Council’s information regarding demand for these facilities will be assessed and
the findings will be incorporated within this Plan in due course.
Outdoor Sports Pitches
10.11 The Council is undertaking an audit of these facilities in the Borough. The study will
include an assessment of the quality of existing facilities in Kensington and Chelsea,
and a review of the opportunities for the future improvement of these facilities. The
intention is that this study will be incorporated within the IDP when it is available.
Play Areas
10.12 The Play Strategy covers children and young people aged 0 to16 in the Royal
Borough, children and young people with disabilities up to the age of 18 and Looked
After Children until they are 21 years and sometimes beyond. It also considers
transitional issues for older children and links to youth service provision.
CULTURAL FACILITIES
10.13 Culture means different things to different people, but it generally covers a wide range
of infrastructure and activities including:


The performing and visual arts, craft, and fashion; Media, film, television, video
and language;



Museums, artefacts, archives and design; Libraries, literature, writing and
publishing; The built heritage, architecture, landscape and archaeology; Sports
events, facilities and development;



Parks, open spaces, wildlife habitats, water environment and countryside
recreation;



Children’s play, playgrounds and play activities;



Tourism, festivals and attractions; and



Informal leisure pursuits

10.14 The borough is home to many museums, galleries, exhibitions and other cultural and
artistic institutions and venues. The council manages two specialist museums; The
Leighton House Museum and Art Gallery and the Linley Sambourne House. The Arts
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Service organises two annual festivals – Nour and INTRANSIT – which take place in
venues and public locations across Kensington and Chelsea. There are three major
national museums located in South Kensington; The Science Museum, The Natural
History Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum. The Saatchi Gallery opened in
autumn 2008 in Chelsea and the borough is also home to Kensington Palace and the
Royal Court Theatre. The Design Museum opened in its new home, the former
Commonwealth Institute on Kensington High Street, in November 2016.
CLIMATE CHANGE
10.15 Climate change is emerging as one of the major challenges and one of the biggest
health threats of the twenty-first century. The Council acknowledges that urgent action
is required to limit temperature rises. Continued emission of greenhouse gases will
cause further warming and long-lasting changes in all components of the climate
system. Locally, there is already an increasing risk of flooding from intense
rainstorms, and during heatwaves the elderly may be exposed to life-threatening heat
stress.
10.16 There is an increasing recognition that the problems caused by air pollution and
climate change need to be treated together, not least because the emissions that
pollute our air and warm our planet originate from common sources such as vehicles,
buildings, power generation and industry. The Council intends to give a high priority
to the twin issues of climate change and poor air quality. The Council’s Air Quality
and Climate Change Action Plan (2016-2021) focuses on both mitigation and
adaptation, through either direct actions or awareness-raising actions. The actions
are guided by three main aims:


Reduce emissions



Reduce exposure and increase resilience



Influence change

10.17 The Council has set out ambitious targets and is planning to lead by example by
reducing pollution and improving energy efficiency within the Council’s estate and
operations to achieve a 40% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2020 compared with
2008.
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Figure 20: Map of RBKC showing ward boundaries and potential ELRS projects
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11. Library Services
11.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:
 Library Services Review (2015)

11.2

The borough has six public libraries. The role of the library within the community is
changing resulting in some of the libraries working jointly with other community
services providers and sharing accommodation. This includes leisure centres,
schools and Sure Start facilities. The potential to increase the scale of joint working
across the Borough will continue to be developed and monitored.

11.3

Data on current usage, capacity levels and demand for services will be used to
update and inform this Plan.
LIBARIES REVIEW

11.4

A review was undertaken during 2014/15 to ensure that the Council is providing the
right library service in the right place and at the right cost, and that it can continue to
do so in future.

11.5

Five recommendations were made as a result of the review:


To improve awareness of the library offer



Maximise the use of library space



Create an enhanced digital offer



Enhance the libraries role in communities



To drive down costs while continually improving the service
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Figure 21: Map of RBKC showing ward boundaries and Libraries project31

11.6

In March 2017 the Council approved a planning application for North Kensington
Library and Youth Centre.

11.7

Construction is expected to start during the summer to provide a larget and better
library and youth centre which will open by 2020. The current library will remain
open until the new one is ready for use.

11.8

The Council has committed over £18 million to pay for the schemewhich includes:

31

https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/libraries/your-library/find-library/north-kensington-library
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 a larger library floor space – 829 sq m (compared with a current area of 580 sq
m) to accommodate an improved selection of books, magazines and
newspapers, a reading room and informal activity space
 the new library arranged all on the ground floor making it easier for wheelchair
users, buggies and people with reduced mobility to navigate
 a dedicated children’s library and more quiet study space
 more meeting rooms and spaces for adult education classes and local
organisations to use
 comfortable seating and natural light throughout
 excellent Wi-Fi and IT
 access to refreshment facilities
 public toilets with baby change facilities
 an improved youth centre
 a rooftop games area for sport and recreation, with dedicated changing facilities
available for building users and the wider community
 a range of energy efficiency measures to reduce maintenance and running costs.
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12. Public Health & NHS Services
12.1

12.2

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:


NHS Out of Hospital Care Strategy (WLCCG)



NHS Kensington and Chelsea Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2013-2016
(WLCCG Healthwatch)



Kensington and Chelsea Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-2021:
Consultation Draft.



NHS SAHF Progress Report (WL CCG)



West London CCG Strategic Estates Plan (2016)



Joint Strategic Needs Assessment Highlight Report: Kensington and Chlesea
(2017)32

Health care remains the responsibility of central government through the
Department of Health (DoH). A number of organisations including NHS West
London Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG, formerly Primary Care Trust (PCT))
which implement the provision of health care within Kensington and Chelsea. They
direct financial resources to primary and secondary care providers and regulate the
primary care activities of General Practitioners (GPs), Dentists, Optometrists and
Pharmacists.
PRIMARY HEALTHCARE: WEST LONDON CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP
(CCG)

12.3

There are 52 GP practices and 24 dental practices33 in the Borough. Amongst other
plans, the West London CCG, which covers the Borough, has plans to34:


Improve primary care and access – continuing to ensure access to good quality
primary care through extended evening and weekend opening;



Develop a ‘south hub’ to deliver further services in the community; and



Develop the federation of GP practices operating as a network across the CCG’s
area.

SECONDARY CARE
12.4

Secondary care providers in the borough include the Chelsea and Westminster NHS
Foundation Trust, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, the Royal Brompton and
Harefiled NHS Foundation Trust and the Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust.

32

www.jsna.info/
http://www.westlondonccg.nhs.uk/publications-and-policies.aspx
34 www.healthiernorthwestlondon.nhs.uk/services/kensingtonchelsea
33
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JOINT STRATEGIC NEEDS ASSESSMENT (JSNAS) HIGHLIGHT REPORT:
KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA
12.5 Specific JSNAs have been prepared for a variety of heath and social care topics and
provide a detailed picture of the health needs of the local population. This information
is used to identify actions that local agencies will need to take to improve the wellbeing of individuals and communities.
12.6 Local authorities and Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) are responsible for
producing JSNAs. Many other partners are involved in the process, including service
providers, voluntary organisations and bodies representing patients and service users.
12.7 A JSNA highlight report for this borough was published in February 2017 which
summarises the public health challenges and opportuinites for those linveing, orking
in or visiing the borough.summary of the public health challenges and opportunities
for those living in, working in or visiting the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.
The highlight report suggests that most people in the Borough consider their health to
be good, with life expectancy rates among the highest in the country. However, the life
expectancy of the population can vary dramatically depending on where people live.
Men living in the least deprived areas live nearly 16 years longer than men living in the
most deprived areas. For women this gap is 4 years.
12.8 This is because being in good health is more than about the treatment of illness. It is
also about the wider factors which can influence people’s health and wellbeing such
as employment, education, housing, environment, and transport. It encompasses a
number of factors including the environments people live and work.
12.9 The JSNA usefully provides a map of GP surgeries and Hospitals in the borough.
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Figure 22. Map of GP surgeries and Hospitals in RBKC (JSNA, November 2016)
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Figure 23 Possible Public Health / NHS projects in the borough.

13. Emergency Services
13.1

Relevant service plans, evidence base and other documents:



Estate Strategy 2013-2016 (Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime)35



Local Police Estate and Public Access for Kensington and Chelsea (Metropolitan
Police Service) (2013)36



A Safer City for All Londoners (Draft Police and Crime Plan for London 20172021)37



London Safety Plan (2017)38



London Ambulance Service 5 Year Strategy 2014/15 to 2019/2039



London Ambulance Services Estate Strategy 201140
POLICE SERVICE

13.2

The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) is aiming to deliver a more effective and
locally focused service. The Metropolitan Police Authority has overall responsibility
for all MPS buildings and facilities in London and recognises the vital role the estate
plays in supporting the delivery of effective and efficient policing across the capital.

13.3

Consultation with the MPA indicated that estimated demand for police officers is
based on the number of calls and the number of crimes within a local authority. This
is then translated into how many officers would be required to respond to that crime
and how many would need to investigate the crime. The number of officers in an
area tends to be higher if there is a hospital in the area

13.4

The police do not forecast the numbers of officers required in each authority on a
population basis. This is too difficult as each authority varies in terms of
demographics; they tend to work on assessing in combination the projected
population and any large scale development coming forward in the authorities. An
assessment is made in terms of the need and level of policing to determine the
demand for each ward and therefore within the authorities‟ boundaries

13.5

According to the Metropolitan Police Asset Management Plan (AMP) the estate is
ageing, with approximately 40% of the buildings pre-dating 1935 and many being
inappropriately located for today's communities. Simply upgrading or renewing

35

www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/mopac-publications/mopacmpsestates-strategy
36 www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_migrate_files_destination/Kensington%20Chelsea.pdf
37 www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/draft_police_and_crime_plan_for_london_2017-2021__consultation_document.pdf
38 www.london-fire.gov.uk/lsp5.asp
39 www.londonambulance.nhs.uk/about_us/plans_for_the_future/our_five-year_strategy.aspx
40

www.londonambulance.nhs.uk/talking_with_us/freedom_of_information/classes_of_information/idoc.ashx?doc
id=f18c3672-1de3-412a-a778-33dc743e52ba&version=-1
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individual parts of the estate is not considered to be an option and there is an urgent
need for major change.
13.6

Kensington and Chelsea has 2 Police stations at Kensington and Notting Hill, these
stations are supported by local area help points, where the Police have worked in
partnership with local organisations to make use of office space within the local
area. These offer the local community a staffed police point at set times of the week
within their local area that they can easily access.

13.7

There are 416 police officers and 45 Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs)
working in the borough. In addition, there are five 24-hour Response Teams and 18
Neighbourhood Policing teams (NPT). Each NPT has dedicated PCSO.

13.8

The Mayor’s Office for Police and Crime (MOPAC) Estate Strategy provides the
latest context for the police estate in the Borough and any future need for police
estate arising out of new development will need to continue to be monitored.

13.9

The Mayor of London has recenty consulted on a Draft Police and Crime Plan for
London. The draft document explains how the police,community safety partners and
other criminal justice agencies will work together to reduce crime. It indicates that
crime is relatively low in the borough compared to other parts of London.

Figure 24 Wards of residence – Victims of Burglary, robbery, violence against the person and sexual
offences (A Safer City for all Londoners)
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13.10 The Safer City for All Londoners proposes amongst other things to increase police
officers dedicated to neighbourhood policing, remove previous MOPAC targets and
agree annual crime and policing prioirities at a local level.
FIRE SERVICE
13.11 Kensington and Chelsea has 3 Fire Stations at North Kensington, Kensington and
Chelsea41.
13.12 The London Fire Safety Plan 2017-2021 sets targets to measure the performance of
London Fire crews in getting to emergency incidents. The Brigade measures when
the first and second fire engines arrive at emergency incidents within set time
thresholds. These targets apply London-wide. The performance targets aim to get
the first fire engine to reach an incident within a London wide average of six
minutes; the second fire engine within a London wide average of eight minutes and
to get a fire engine anywhere in London within 12 minutes on 95% of occasions. As
part of the plan the Brigade has also introduced a new target to improve
performance in any places that are not currently receiving a service that meets
these targets, this is to get a fire engine anywhere in London in 10 minutes on 90%
of occasions.
13.13 The Fire Service states that the current operational capacity of the service is
sufficient to cater for Kensington and Chelsea and its potential growth.
13.14 Expansion of the existing service may be required in the face of population and
employment growth; however, current plans address the need to refurbish many fire
stations as they are ageing and upgrade them to reflect changing models of
provision. There are no current plans to build any more fire stations in the Royal
Borough. There is instead a focus on rebuilding and refurbishing the existing ones.
13.15 The latest London Safety Plan (January 2017)42 states that “For the last fifteen
years, the Brigade has worked to the principle of equal entitlement and aim to
provide the same speed and standard of response across London for all types of
emergency” (page 36). The document states that the London Fire Brigade “will
revise its estates strategy to invest in stations that present the best options for the
future based on modelling work” (page 53). This IDP will be updated to reflect the
future emerging estates strategy although it is not expected to change the above
approach.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
13.16 Kensington and Chelsea has one Ambulance Station: the North Kensington
Ambulance Station and is supplemented by stations in neighbouring boroughs.
13.17 The demand for ambulance provision in the local authorities is forecast using
historical incident data. The number of ambulances, the location of hospitals and
how well the hospitals are served all have an impact on the performance and
delivery of ambulance provision in the local authorities. As it is hard to gather data
41
42

www.london-fire.gov.uk/FireSafetyCentre_KensingtonAndChelseaFSC.asp
www.london-fire.gov.uk/lsp5.asp
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particularly on London’s day time and non residential population, population is not
directly used to forecast future ambulance needs in Central London
13.18 Consultation with the London Ambulance Service has revealed that the current
Estates Strategy is being reviewed so there are no formal plans available for
ambulance provision and planned investment for the Borough in the
foreseeable future.
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14. Utilities
TELECOMS
14.1

British Telecom (BT) report that in their opinion adequate infrastructure capacity is
available in Kensington and Chelsea at present. In terms of future capacity, the
licence under which BT operate requires them to provide network capacity upon
request only.

14.2

Discussions with BT have identified that the works in the highway to complete
renewals and/or new duct tracks are likely to increase on average by 15%, or so, by
2028 within the Royal Borough.

14.3

Funding frameworks have changed in recent years. For local schemes, BT now
charge beyond a certain ceiling for connections (previously connections were free);
strategic works can be funded out of BT‟s overhead structure.

14.4

In September 2015 BT announced plans to expand its fibre broadband network
across a number of London Boroughs, including Kensington and Chelsea. This
would involved making fibre available to an additional 20,213 homes and
businesses in the Borough.
GAS

14.5

The following National Grid gas transmission assets are located within Kensington
and Chelsea’s administrative area:


14.6

Kensal Gas Works

Based on the current gas network, Natinal Grid have confirmed that proposed
development at Kensal Canalside could be served directly from the existing medium
pressure (MP) gas network via a pressure reducing station (PRS). The pressure
reducing station would be located at the site inlet location and would reduce MP gas
to low pressure (LP) gas. To distribute gas to end users, an LP gas network would be
required. Gas diversion works would also be required.
ELECTRICITY

14.5

National Grid high voltage electricity transmission assets that form an essential part
of the electricity transmission network in England and Wales, are outside of
Kensington and Chelsea’s administrative area.

14.6

A capacity shortfall has been identified with regards to Kensal Canalside. Further
capacity will need to be released from the electricity grid requiring an additional
primary substation on the local network and further distribution substations would be
required. Further distribution would be provided through installation of high and low
voltage cabling.
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Figure 25: Map of RBKC showing possible utilities projects
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15. Infrastructure Schedule
15.1

The purpose of the IDP is to provide an infrastructure assessment for the Borough. This has included working with physical,
social, green and environmental infrastructure providers to establish what infrastructure provision there is in the Borough,
and identify any gaps or capacity issues within this existing provision.

15.2

The scope of infrastructure projects and requirements that have been investigated as part of this Infrastructure Delivery
Plan are categorised within a number of service areas: Planning & Borough Development; Policy & Partnerships; Transport
& Technical Services and TfL; Children’s Services; Environment, Leisure and Residents’ Services; Libraries; Public Health;
NHS; Emergency Services; and Utilities. This is to ensure that the IDP embraces all matters necessary for the achievement
of LDF policies, proposals and aspirations. The items have been grouped by responsible service area to allow for effective
monitoring and review.

15.3

The Infrastructure Schedule explains the where, what, why, who, and when of infrastructure requirements as shown below.

Where

What

Why

Specific
Requirement

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
Organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy
Reference

Location

Name of the
piece of
infrastructure

Why it is
needed,
what leads
to it being
required,
e.g.
population
increase

Specific
details of
what is
required

The
organisation
who will lead
on delivery

The
organisation
who will
manage the
infrastructure
item

Is a
required
component,
where it is
known? In
some cases
the cost is
to be
confirmed
and will be
updated on
an on-going
basis

The time scale
that the new
infrastructure
is required

This will
assist to
identify
funding
gaps need
to be
addressed

The Local
Plan policy
to which
the item
relates to.
In some
cases,
there will
be more
than one
policy and
other
cases
there may
be no
specific
policy
reference.

15.4

To produce an effective infrastructure plan partner organisations need to actively engage in the process. Where a funding
gap may exist, it may be possible to seek contributions to pay for the necessary costs associated with the
development, including education; employment and training; community and health facilities; open space and play
provision; public realm improvements; transport and town centre affordable retail.

15.5

Whilst the plan period for the Local Plan Partial Review is to 2028, the housing trajectory is from 2016/17 to 2030/31. The
housing trajectory timescales have been used to indicate short, medium or long term delivery timescales for the
infrastructure identified in the infrastructure schedule.




First 5 years = 2016/17 to 2020/21, Short term
Years 6 to 10 = 2021/2022 to 2025/26, Medium term
Years 10 to 11 = 2026/27 to 2030/31, Long term
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Infrastructure Schedule
Service

Where

Planning & Borough Development
Planning and
Borough wide
Borough
Development

Planning and
Borough
Development

Planning and
Borough
Development

Planning and
Borough
Development

Borough wide

Norland
Neighbourhood
area

St Quintin and
Woodlands
Neighbourhood
area

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Sustainable
Drainage
Systems (SuDS

Reduce flood risk
and its
consequences

SuDS schemes across the
borough

Multiple lead
organisations
dependant on
whether schemes
come forward as part
of planning
applications or via
other routes.

Air quality and
climate change
measures

A combination of
measures aimed at
reducing emissions
of greenhouse
gases and urban air
pollutants.

See Air Quality and Climate
Change Action Plan (20162021)

RBKC: -ELRS
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents’ Services

Local
Infrastructure as
identified in the
Neighbourhood
Plan

Identified locally
through
neighbourhood
planning process

Traffic calming measures at
Clarendon Cross, along
Pottery Lane, the north side
of St James’s Gardens and
Queensdale Road;
improved Heritage style
lighting;
improvement of concrete
paving to York stone;
improvement of mews’ road
surfaces to setts; and further
street tree planting

RBKC (for consulting
local communities on
NCIL)

Local
Infrastructure as
identified in the
Neighbourhood
Plan

Identified locally
through
neighbourhood
planning process

Streetscape improvements
and other measures to
improve the environment of
Latimer Road;
CCTV in North Pole Road;
and
subject to successful
temporary road closures in
St Helen’s Gardens (section

RBKC (for consulting
local communities on
NCIL)

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

£80,000 K a year
from the Council
and £100,000 K a
year from the
Thames Regional
Flood and
Coastal
Committee for 6
years

Short /
Medium
term:

CE2

RBKC:
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents’
Services

Annual budget of
£50,000 for
Climate Change
Initiatives

Short /
Medium
term:

Currently
Unknown

Currently
Unknown

Currently
Unknown

£40,000 from
Highways,
£40,000 from
Planning and
Borough
Development
and
£100,000 a
year from the
Thames
Regional
Flood and
Coastal
Committee
for 6 years
Capital
Strategy
Programme/
Bids/
Funding from
the Carbon
Trust
Funding to
be secured
through a
possible
neighbourho
od CIL bid
process

Currently
Unknown

Currently
Unknown

Currently
Unknown

Funding to
be secured
through a
possible
neighbourho
od CIL bid
process

St Quintin
and
Woodlands
Neighbour
hood Plan
Annexe D

2017 to
2023

2016-2021

Lead project
organisation
currently unknown

Lead project
organisation TBC.

CE1
CE5

Norland
Neighbour
hood Plan
2.6.50

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

outside the church),
installation of a shared
surface on the roadway to
allow for a short section of
the street to become a carfree area on Saturdays.
new station on the West
London line at Westway
Circus
Planning and
Borough
Development

Planning and
Borough
Development

Planning and
Borough
Development

Barlby-Treverton

Silchester

Warwick Road
Estate

Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.
Detailed
Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.
Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.

Where available,
indicative
infrastructure items
have been included
in the remainder of
the schedule

Medium /
Long term:

Where available,
indicative
infrastructure items
have been included
in the remainder of
the schedule

Medium /
Long term:

Where available,
indicative
infrastructure items
have been included
in the remainder of
the schedule

Medium
term:

Adult and
community
learning borough
wide, from a
range of
premises and
locations.

Improve premises
and explore
colocation

CV5
CA2

2021/22 to
2030/31

CV7
CA5

2021/22 to
2030/31

CV8
CA8

2021/22 to
2025/6

Policy & Partnerships
Policy and
Partnerships

Borough wide

Future requirements are
based on targets at
delivering training to adults
within the community. It is
expected to be possible to
meet these requirements
from existing locations, but
explore possibility of
collocation. The need to
refurbish run down premise.

RBKC Adult and
Community Learning

Currently
Unknown

Currently the
service is running
on £800,000 per
year however
more funding
would allow
increases in the
facilities and
additional
locations.

Long term:
By 2028

The Skills
Funding
Agency,
Department
for Education

Transport & Technical Services and TfL
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CV1
CK1

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

King's Road
Crossrail 2
Station

New
Underground
Station on King’s
Road

To increase public
transport access in
the area, and to
relieve congestion
elsewhere, in line
with Local Plan
objective.

Provision of new station on
King’s road as part of
Crossrail 2.

Transport &
Technical
Services

Warwick Road
Sites: Warwick
Road (including
100 West
Cromwell Road)

Landscape/
streetscape
improvements to
the West
Cromwell Road
in connection
with 100 West
Cromwell Road
and Warwick
Road.

Support the
development of the
site.

As set out in Supplementary
Planning Document.

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Earl's
Court Road
junction with
Pembroke Road

Junction
improvements

Reduce speeds on
Pembroke Road

Re-design of island at
junction, changes to road
markings on the approach to
Earls Court Road and
installation of 3D road
markings on Pembroke
Road to reduce speeds

TfL

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Edith
Grove junction
with Kings Road
(ex Better
Junction)

Pedestrian
crossing

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Provision of pedestrian
crossing facilities

TfL

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Warwick
Road /
Kensington High
Street

Pedestrian
crossing

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Provision of pedestrian
crossing facilities and
improvements to cycle
facilities

TfL

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Cheyne
Walk junction with
Battersea Bridge

Pedestrian
crossing

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Provision of pedestrian
crossing and cycle ASLs

TfL

TfL

£200,000

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Warwick
Rd j/w Earls Court
Square/
Kempsford
Gardens

Signalised
junction

Signalising of junction as
part of London Cycle Grid

TfL

TfL

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Gunter
Grove junction
with Kings Road

Pedestrian
crossing

Provision of pedestrian
crossings and improvements
to cycle facilities

TfL

TfL

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Lead delivery
organisation
Crossrail 2

Private developers/
site owners.

Management
organisation
Crossrail 2

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
DfT/
Crossrail2

Policy Ref

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

RBKC/
Developer /
TfL

£6m

Short term:
by 2020/21

Private
investment,
and Planning
contributions
- S106

CP2
CA7
CV8

Detailed costs
from each site
currently
unknown

TfL

£100,000

Short term:

TfL

CP2
CT1
CV8
CA6

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CA9

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CP2
CV8
CA7

Medium
term:
2018/19

TfL

CT1

£300,000

Short term:
2016/17

TfL

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

£500,000

Short term:
2017/18

TfL

CT1
CP2
CV9

Early
2030’s

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1
CT2

2017/18

TfL

£500,000

Short term:
2017/18

TfL

£400,000

Short term:
2017/18
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

and Ashburnham
Road to
Cremorne Road
Transport &
Technical
Services

A4 Cromwell Rd /
Gloucester Rd
Junction
Improvements

Pedestrian
crossing

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Provision of pedestrian
crossing on east arm and
cycle ASLs

TfL

TfL

£300,000

Medium
term:
2018/19

TfL

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3218 Old
Brompton Road
j/w Warwick Road
- Redesign
junction

Pedestrian
crossing and
public realm
improvements

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Investigation into whether
additional pedestrian
crossings can be provided,
urban realm improvements

TfL

TfL

£550,000

Medium
Short term:

TfL/ Planning
contributions
- CIL

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Earls
Court
Road/Square/Bra
mham Gardens

Cycling crossing

Address need for
cycle crossing as
part of wider works
LCG

Improvements to cycle
crossing as part of London
Cycle Grid

TfL

TfL

CT1
CP2
CV8

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Holland
Road / Warwick
Road - Corridor
Improvement Holland Park
Roundabout to A4

Congestion
reduction

Reduce congestion

Changes to line markings to
reduce congestion

TfL

TfL

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

A4 junction with
Grenville Place
and j/w Ashburn
Gardens

Pedestrian and
cycling crossing

TfL

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Cheyne
Walk junction with
Lots Road

Junction
improvements

TfL/Develope
r
contributions

CT1
CP2
CV9

2018/19
TfL

£200,000

Short term:
2017

TfL

£20,000

Short term:
2017/18

Address need for
cycle crossing as
part of wider works
LCG

Provision of new pedestrian
crossing and improvements
to cycle crossing as part of
London Cycle Grid

TfL

Junction
improvements

Junction improvements and
provision of Toucan crossing

TfL

TfL

£600,000.00

Short term:
2016/17

TfL

£150,000

Medium
term:
2020
Likely to be
completed
after Lots
Road
Power
station
developme
nt.
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

A4 Brompton
Road from
Egerton Gardens
to Hans Crescent

Public realm
improvements

Collision reduction

Urban realm improvements
and collision reduction
measures

Lead delivery
organisation
TfL

Management
organisation
TfL

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
Source of
funding to be
confirmed

Policy Ref

£1,000,000

Short /
Medium
term:

Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL

CT1
CP2
CV8

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CT1

TfL and
Planning
contributions
– S106 / CIL

CT1

TfL

CT1

TfL and
Planning
contributions
– S106 / CIL

CT1

CT1

By 2028

LIP, TfL and
Planning
contributions
– S106 / CIL
/ funding

Long term:

TfL and LIP

CT1

CT1
CP2
CV13

2018/19

Transport &
Technical
Services

A4 West
Cromwell Road
between Warwick
Road and Earls
Court Road
(including
junctions)

Pedestrian
crossing

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Redcliffe
Gardens

Speed reductions

Transport &
Technical
Services

A3220 Holland
Park Roundabout
and Shepherd's
Bush Green

Pedestrian and
cycling crossing

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Address need for
pedestrian crossing

Reduce speed and
safety measures

Provision of pedestrian
crossing on east arm of
Warwick Road,
improvements to pedestrian
facilities at junction, urban
realm improvements along
West Cromwell Road
including new tree planting

TfL

Speed reduction measures

TfL

TfL

£3,000,000

TfL advise
this scheme
is currently
on hold
Medium
term:
2018/19

TfL

£250,000.00

Short term:
2017/18

Address the need
for pedestrian and
cyclist crossing
facilities

New cycle and pedestrian
crossing through roundabout
and improvements to cycle
connectivity from
Shepherd's Bush Green

TfL

Phase 2 of
Quietways

To provide routes
on lightly trafficked
roads

Various engineering
interventions, cycle
permeability measures and
wayfinding

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Mayor of
London’s Cycle
Hire

Bring benefits of
cycle hire to the
whole borough

Extend to North Kensington

TfL

TfL

Costs to be
confirmed

TfL

£3,000,000

Medium
term:
2020
Short /
Medium
term:
2017-2021
Medium
term:
by 2020

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide
(residential areas)

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Electric vehicle
charging points

Cycle parking
(LIP scheme 4)

To ensure we meet
residents' demand
for EV charging
infrastructure.

Additional charging points

To meet demand
for cycle parking

Ongoing programme to add
cycle parking where needed

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Circa £50,000£100,000 per
annum

Long term:

By 2028
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Cycling
permeability
programme (LIP
scheme 5)

To remove barriers
to cycle routes

Two-way cycle schemes and
removal of physical
obstructions

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Circa £70,000 per
annum

Long term:

TfL and LIP

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Traffic Signal
Modernisation;
complementary
measures (LIP
Scheme 14)

Improved facilities
for pedestrians

Pedestrian Countdown
signals

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

TfL

TfL and LIP

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Pedestrian
Accessibility
Programme (LIP
Scheme 15)

Improved
wayfinding using
Legible London

Legible London schemes

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

TfL and LIP

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide

Pedestrian
Improvements at
Traffic Lights
(LIP Scheme 17)

Improved facilities
for pedestrians

New “green man” facilities

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

TfL and LIP

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough-wide
ward –level area
reviews

De-cluttering,
tackling
congestion,
improve safety,
improve
permeability,
improve bus stop
accessibility,
improve service
provision. (LIP
Scheme 18)

Comprehensive
review of two wards
to improve
streetscape

Removal of signs and street
furniture, existing traffic
schemes, and identify new
traffic schemes

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

TfL and LIP

CT1

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Crossrail Station

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

Two 250m long covered
platforms including waiting
areas and information
systems; supporting track
and signalling works;
footbridge with
escalators/steps/and lifts
station building and station
forecourt.

RBKC, GLA,
National Grid,
Ballymore,
Sainsbury’s,
Department for
Transport, TfL and
other site owners

Crossrail Ltd

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CT2
CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

By 2028
Circa £100,000
per annum

Long term:
By 2028

Circa £50,000 per
annum

Long term:
By 2028

Circa £150,000
per annum

Long term:
By 2028

£60,000 for
scheme
development

Long term:

£100 million

Medium /
Long term:

Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

By 2028

By 2023, at
the latest
2026

Refer to the Kensal
Development Infrastructure
Funding Study (DIFS) for
detailed specification.
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside
bus infrastructure
and bus service
enhancements

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

New bus stands; new bus
stops; bus network changes
and bus capacity
enhancements

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

New bus stops (U and T) on
Canal Way to accommodate
up to 49 buses/hr requiring a
45m bus stop clearway.
These stops will require two
shelters

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

New bus stops to serve the
re-aligned routes 70 and 316

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

Enhances Bus Stops R and
S to accommodate up to 30
buses per hour. These stops
will require changes to road
markings to accommodate
the longer bus stop
clearways

Transport &
Technical
Services

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Canal Way bus
infrastructure
Indicative from
Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study (DIFS)

Kensal Canalside
Barlby Street

Barlby Street Bus
Infrastructure

Indicative from
Kensal DIFS
Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Ladbroke Grove
bus infrastructure
Indicative from
Kensal DIFS

Lead delivery
organisation
TfL

Management
organisation
TfL

Cost

When

In excess of
£300,000

Medium
term:

Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

TfL

TfL

In excess of £75,
000
Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
TfL

TfL

£45,000
Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

TfL

TfL

£30,000

Sources of
funding
Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

Policy Ref

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1
CT1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

By 2020

Medium
term:

By 2020

Medium
term:
By 2020

Medium
term:

Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

By 2020

£7.5 million

2024

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1
CT1

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Bus route
alignment
Indicative from
Kensal DIFS

To assist and
facilitate the
regeneration of
North Kensington,
including improving
transport
accessibility

Changes to Route
alignments, termination
points and peak vehicle
requirements. Further details
in the Kensal Canalside Bus
Strategy.
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

TfL

TfL

Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Ladbroke Grove/
Canal Way
signalised
junction

To accommodate
traffic demands
generated from the
development

New signalised junction that
realigns Kensal Road to
create a cross road layout
and with pedestrian
crossing.

Lead delivery
organisation
RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

Management
organisation
RBKC

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Ladbroke
Grove/Barlby
Road signalised
junction

To accommodate
traffic demands
generated from the
development

New signalised junction with
pedestrian crossing facilities
on the west and south arms

New road and
pedestrian bridge
over the Great
Western Main
Line

To accommodate
additional traffic
generated by
development of the
site and a
pedestrian and
cycle bridge over
the canal

New road and pedestrian
bridge over the Great
Western Mainline
connecting the Kensal
Canalside and North Pole
Sites. The bridge has a
width of approximately 140m
including ramps. The width
is based on two traffic lanes
of 6.5m and two footways of
2.5 each.

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Network Rail

RBKC

Cost

When

In excess of
£750, 000

Medium
term:

Refer to Kensal
Development
Infrastructure
Study for
indicative costs.

By 2020

£500, 000

Medium
term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
£11 million

Medium
term:
By 2020

Sources of
funding
Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

Policy Ref

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
Contributions
– direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
Contributions
– direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Road widening
and extension
Canal Way

To accommodate
additional traffic
generated by
development of the
site

Widened and extended road
between Ladbroke Grove
and the bridge access road
to accommodate general
traffic including HGVs and
Buses.

RBKC / Developer

RBKC

£2.4 million

Medium
term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Barlby Street:
New road
through North
Pole site and
signalised
junction with
bridge access
road

To accommodate
additional traffic
generated by
development of the
site

The road extends from
Barlby Road to Sutton Way
but does not provide a
vehicular access to Scrubs
Lane. The width of the road
(including footways) is 18m
(east of the new road bridge)
and 15m (west of the new
road bridge). The road
includes a new bus stop and

RBKC / Developer

RBKC

£3.5 million

Medium
term:
By 2020
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

RBKC / Developer

RBKC

£400, 000

Medium
term:

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution S106 and
S278 funded

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
Contributions
– direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
Contributions
– direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
Contributions
– direct

CV1
CP2
CV5
CA1

2.5m wide footways on each
side of the road.
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Transport &
Technical
Services

Transport &
Technical
Services

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Barlby
Street/Barlby
Road: New
signalised
junction at the
end of Barlby
Street

The junction needs
to maintain a
vehicular access to
adjacent railway
land

New signalised junction at
the end of Barlby Street with
full pedestrian crossing
facilities

Raising North
Pole site

Required due to
levels difference
between the two
sites

Raising of North Pole Site to
allow Barlby Street to align
with the GWML road bridge

Improved
pedestrian and
cycle route along
the Grand Union
Canal towpath
adjacent to the
development

Essential mitigation

5m wide towpath; and
sealed gravel surfacing

Kensal Green
Cemetery:
Enhanced
footpaths
between the new
bridges (see W5
& W7) and
Harrow Road

Essential mitigation

Canal Square to
Kensal Green
Cemetery: New
footbridge over
the Grand Union
Canal

To link Canal
Square to footpaths
through the Kensal
Green Cemetery

Signage at
Kensal Canalside
and North Pole

To provide legible
London signs

By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
North Pole

North Pole

£16 million

Medium
term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Works to include
resurfacing, potential
widening and appropriate
street lighting

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

£2 million

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Developer

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

£2 million

TfL

£70, 000

Medium
term:
By 2020

£1 million

Medium
term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Positioned to the east of plot
C. Approx. 4.0m wide
shared pedestrian & cycle
bridge. Approx. 50m length
including ramps

Medium
term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Up to 4 signs within Kensal
Canalside and up to 2 signs
within North Pole

TfL

Medium
term:
By 2020
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
developer
delivery

Policy Ref

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Medium /
Long term:

RSL
Investment
Homes and
Communities
Agency
Planning
Contributions
– S106 / CIL

CP2
CV5
CA2

TfL and RBKCTransport and
Technical Services

RBKC

Planning
contributions
– S106

CP2
CV6
CA3

RBKC / Developer

RBKC

DeveloperS38/ S278
funded

CP2
CV6
CA3

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Transport &
Technical
Services

Barlby-Treverton

Transport &
Technical
Services

Wornington
Green

Transport &
Technical
Services

Wornington
Green

Transport &
Technical
Services

New road access
Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.

To integrate the site
with the wider
community

Improvements to
Bus
infrastructure

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Upgrades to eleven bus
stops

2020/21 to
2030/31

£100,000

Medium /
Long term:
2018-2028

Reconnection of
Portobello Road
and Wornington
Road to
Ladbroke Grove

To improve
accessibility,
connectivity and
urban form

New street alignments

Lots Road Power
Station

Road junction
improvements

To improve access
to Lots Road from
the TLRN

Modification to junction

TfL

TfL

£200,000

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Planning
contribution S106

CP2
CV9
CA9

Transport &
Technical
Services

Lots Road Power
Station

Cycle and
pedestrian
improvements

To integrate the site
with the wider
community

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

£993,000

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Planning
contribution S106

CA9

Transport &
Technical
Services

Lots Road Power
Station

Streetscape
Improvements

To integrate the site
with the wider
community

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

RBKC

£900,000

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Planning
contribution S106

CA9

Transport &
Technical
Services

Earl’s Court

Improvements to
public transport
interchange at
Earl’s Court and
West Brompton
Stations.

Improvements to
address additional
travel demand
generated by
development of the
site

Improved pedestrian routes
between the two stations.
Improved interchange within
each station

RBKC- Transport
and Technical
Services

TfL

Costs to be
confirmed

Medium
term: By
2023
Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

TfL and
Planning
contribution S106

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Costs to be
confirmed

Medium /
Long term:
After 2021

Refurbishment of existing
Warwick Road side of
station entrance
Refurbishment and
reinstatement of existing
staircase linking District Line

£1,600,000

£346,500
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Long term:

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CT1
CP2
CV12

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CP2
CV10
CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CP2
CV9
CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CP2
CV11
CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CP2
CV11
CT1

platforms to the Piccadilly
Line
New entrance and extension
to, and refurbishment and
reinstatement of, the existing
ticket hall, pedestrian tunnel
and escalators in order to
link the Earls Court Station
with the development

Cost to be
confirmed

Section of Earl’s Court
pedestrian walkway to be
covered

£750,000

Delivery of gateline capacity
improvements at West
Brompton Station

£220,788

New accessible lift at West
Brompton Station

£1,000,000 (as
part of a total of
£3, 838,619)

Transport &
Technical
Services

Gloucester Road
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Ensure step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Holland Park
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Knightsbridge
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Ladbroke Grove
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Latimer Road
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Notting Hill
Station – District
& Circle Line

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Notting Hill
Station – Central
Line

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

TfL

£10-25 million

By 2028
TfL

£10-25 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£30 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£10-25 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£30 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£10-25 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£60 million, or
more

Long term:
By 2028
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

Sloane Square
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

Transport &
Technical
Services

South Kensington
– Piccadilly Line

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Westbourne Park
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Westbourne Park
Station

Opening up rear
entrance and
partial step-free
access.

To enhance safety
and pedestrian flow,
and regeneration of
the wider Golborne
and Trellick area.

Improvements to rear of
station, and additional
revenue costs associated
with the opening.

TfL

Transport &
Technical
Services

West Brompton
Station

Step-free access
to stations

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

High Street
Kensington
Station

Refurbishment of
High Street
Kensington tube
station including
Step-free access
to station.

Better access and
improved safety at
stations

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

South Kensington
Station – District
& Circle Line

Improved access
to South
Kensington tube
including Stepfree access to
station from
street and from
pedestrian foot
tunnel

To improve
pedestrian flow,
safety, accessibility
and convenience.

Step-free access and
accessibility improvements.

TfL / RBKC

Transport &
Technical
Services

Earl's Court

Investigating and
contributing to
returning the
one-way to twoway working

The identified works
will improve
pedestrian
movement, the
town centres at
Earl’s Court and
Fulham Road, and
are required to
assist with
development in the
area

Potential new north-south
link, or other measures.

RBKC/ TfL/ Capital &
Counties plc.

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Lead delivery
organisation
TfL / RBKC

Management
organisation
TfL

Cost

When

£25-60 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£25-60 million

Long term:
By 2028

TfL

£40 million
assuming a lift
solution for Stepfree access

TfL

TfL

TfL

By 2028
Long term:

£2.7 million

TfL

Long term:

By 2028

Under £10-25
million

Long term:

Approx.
£10-25 million

Long term:

£25-60 million

Long term:

By 2028

by 2028

By 2028

TfL

£500,000

Short /
medium
term:
By 2023

Sources of
funding
CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

Policy Ref

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CP2
CV14
CT1

CIL / S106,
developer
contributions

CT1
CP2
CV6

Planning
contributions
– S106

CT1
CP2
CV6

CIL / S106,
Developer
contributions

CP2
CV8
CA6

Planning
contributions
– CIL//S106

CT1
CP2
CV12

Planning
contributions
- CIL / S106

CT1
CP2
CV14

Planning
contributions
– S106 and
potential
further
sources of
funding TfL,
highways
authority.

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6
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CP2
CV15
CT1

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Transport &
Technical
Services

Earl's Court

A4 improvement
scheme
between
Warwick Road
and Earls Court
Road.

As agreed in the
approved schemes
S106.

A4 improvement scheme
between Warwick Road and
Earls Court Road.

Transport &
Technical
Services

Earl's Court

Public transport
improvements

As agreed in the
approved schemes
S106.

Transport &
Technical
Services

Earl's Court

Signage and in
accordance with
“Legible London”

Signage at the
perimeter of the site
in accordance with
principles of Legible
London.

Transport &
Technical
Services

Transport &
Technical
Services

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106
Earl’s Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Borough wide

Improved
pedestrian links
from and through
the site and the
surrounding area
to public
transport facilities
and improved
cycle link to
enhance
north/south cycle
accessibility.
Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Lead delivery
organisation
RBKC / TfL

Management
organisation
TfL

Cost

When

£1,500,000

Short /
medium
term:
By 2023

Refurbishment and/or
improvement of 8 existing
off-site bus stops in the
vicinity of the site.

RBKC/ TfL/ Capital &
Counties plc.

TfL

£288,000

Details of signage design
and locations to be agreed
with the Council.

RBKC/ TfL/ Capital &
Counties plc.

TfL

Improvements to existing,
and the provision of new,
cycle routes in the vicinity of
the site

RBKC

To be
confirmed

Safeguard land on-site
together with a capped
financial contribution of
£400,000 to Transport for
London, towards the delivery
of 2 Mayor of London cycle
hire docking stations
Upgrading air quality
monitoring stations at North
Kensington, Cromwell Road,
Earls Court Road, Kings
Road and Knightsbridge.

RBKC –
Environmental
Health
(Environmental
Quality)

RBKC

Sources of
funding
Planning
contributions
– S106 and
potential
further
sources of
funding TfL,
highways
authority.

Policy Ref

Short /
medium
term:
By 2023

Planning
contributions
– S106 and
potential
further
sources of
funding TfL,
highways
authority.

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

£27,000

Short /
medium
term:
By 2023

Planning
Contributions
- S106

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

£140,000

Medium
term:

Planning
Contributions
– S106

£400, 000

By 2025/26

CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

£60,000 annually
£15,000 annual
maintenance

Long term:
By 2030/31

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5
CV10
CV12
CV13
CV14
CV15
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CT1
CP2
CV8
CA6

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation
RBKC –
Environmental
Health
(Environmental
Quality)

Management
organisation
RBKC

Cost

When

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough wide

Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.
PM2.5 is a PHOF
key indicator

New equipment to measure
levels of PM2.5 and ozone

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough wide

Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough wide

Air quality
monitoring
stations

Transport &
Technical
Services

Borough wide

Air quality
monitoring
stations

Sources of
funding
RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

Policy Ref

£100,000 set up
cost £6,000
annual
maintenance

Short term:
By 2020/21

Replacement of old gas
analysers

RBKC –
Environmental
Health
(Environmental
Quality)

RBKC

£50,000 set up
cost £6,000
annual
maintenance

Short term:
By 2020/21

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

New continuous traffic
monitoring sites

RBKC –
Environmental
Health
(Environmental
Quality)

RBKC

£20,000 set up
cost £3,000
annual
maintenance

Long term:
By 2030/31

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Implementation of measures
contained within the
Council’s Air Quality Action
Plan.

RBKC –
Environmental
Health
(Environmental
Quality)

RBKC

£100,000
annually

Long term:
By 2030/31

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5

Additional facilities are
itemised as borough wide.
For example, improved or
extended access to existing
provision at Flashpoint
Venture Centre, and out of
borough Little Wormwood
Scrubs. These
requirements are based
largely on analysis of
population requirements and

RBKC

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Play
Pathfinder
status
funding,
Extended
schools
capital and
Planning
contribution –
s106.

CV1
CK1

CE5

Children’s Services (Education)
Children’s
Services

Borough wide

Requirements for
access to play,
child care and
extended use of
schools
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

RBKC

£3.0 million

Short term:

RBKC
Corporate
Funding

CV1
CK1

Continued provision of
Children’s Centres, and
expansion where required
due to population.

RBKC

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

DfE,
Children’s
Centres
funding,
Private
and/or
voluntary
funding.

CV1
CK1

RBKC

£12.7 million
(Primary schools)

Long term:

RBKC
Capital
Funding,
Child Yield
Review,
Planning
contributions
– s106 / CIL

CV1
CK1
CV5
CA1
CA2
CV8
CA6
CA7

£27.63 million
(Secondary
schools)

Long term:

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CV1
CK1

need. Therefore, where new
population arises, new
facilities or extended
facilities are required.
Children’s
Services

Whistler Walk
Children's Home

Replace existing
children’s home

Children’s
Services

Children Centres
are based across
the borough
sometimes within
schools.

Continued
provision of
Children’s
Centres

Children’s
Services

Borough wide

Borough wide
coverage of
schools –
Primary Schools

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

Children’s
Services

Borough wide

Borough wide
coverage of
schools Secondary
Schools

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

Children’s
Services

Borough wide

Increase school
capacity

Future
infrastructure
requirements are
based on need, and
arising or changing
population.

2012-2016

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

By 2028

By 2028

Likely to
include
Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL/
Direct
developer
delivery
To meet future
demands

The need to increase
capacity for existing popular
schools in the borough and
meet future demands.
Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Short /
Medium /
Long term:

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

To 2028
and beyond

Likely to
include
Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL/
Direct
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CV1
CK1

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
developer
delivery

Policy Ref

Children’s
Services

Borough wide

Improve outdoor
spaces such as
playgrounds for
all levels.

To improve outdoor
spaces

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Delivery
timescales
to be
confirmed

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CV1
CK1

£160,000 Costs
to be confirmed

Long term:

RBKC
Capital
Funding

CV1
CK1

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CV1
CK1

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Borough wide

AP Hub School

Borough wide

Refurbishments
to all school
kitchens

Refurbishments to all school
kitchens (rolling programme)
to increase capacity for staff
and pupils- various
locations.
Specific requirements to be
confirmed
Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Alternative
Schooling
Provision and
6th form Free
School

Childcare
providers in
North and South
of borough will
seek to expand
their footprint to
increase capacity
to enable
increase demand
for childcare

RBKC

RBKC

RBKC

RBKC

To 2028
and beyond

2018

Likely to
include
Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL/
Direct
developer
delivery

Likely to
include
Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL/
Direct
developer
delivery

Childcare
expansion to
accommodate
governments plans
for 30 hour free
childcare

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Approximately
£1.2 millionCosts
to be confirmed

Short term:
2016 -2019

DFE Capital
grant
contributions
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CV1
CK1

Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Children’s
Services

St Marks park

Expand footprint

To increase
capacity address
increased demand
for childcare

Increase capacity of Play hut
in St Marks park to increase
childcare spaces

Required as a result
of population
increase from
development (see
Kensal DIFS)

3FE primary school. A 2FE
primary school is required to
2028 with a 1FE extension
required by 2030

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Barlby-Treverton
Kensal

New Primary
School

Extension to
secondary school

Required as a result
of population
increase from
development (see
Kensal DIFS)

Replacement
primary School at
Barlby site

300 person secondary
school extension
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Replacement primary
School

Lead delivery
organisation
RBKC

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

RBKC

Management
organisation
RBKC

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

RBKC

Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.
Children’s
Services

Barlby-Treverton
Kensal

New special
school at Barlby
site
Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.

The need for
Special Educational
Needs (SEN)
requirements

New special school

RBKC

RBKC

Cost

When

Approximately

Short term:

£1.2 million

2016 -2019

£13.7 million

Long term:

£10.6 million

Sources of
funding
DFE Capital
grant
contributions

Policy Ref

CV1

2FE by
2028

Planning
Contributions
- S106, direct
developer
delivery

1FE
extension
by 2030

Mainstream
Funding

CA1

Long term:

Planning
Contributions
- S106, direct
developer
delivery

CV1

Mainstream
Funding

CA1

Planning
Contributions
- S106,
Capital
Programme
and
Government
grants

CV1

Planning
Contributions
- S106,
Capital
Programme
and
Government
grants

CV1

by 2027

£309 million (for
both replacement
primary school
and special
school)

Medium /
Long Short
term:

Costs to be
confirmed

Medium /
Long Short
term:

(encompassed in
borough wide
primary and
secondary needs
costs above)

201920/21
to 2030/31

2020/21 to
2030/31

£39 million (for
both replacement
primary school
and special
school)
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CV1
CK1

CK1
CV5

CK1
CV5

CK1
CA2

CK1
CV5
CA2

Service

Where

What

Children’s
Services

Wornington
Green

Education
Facilities

Why

Specific requirements
Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Lead delivery
organisation
Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Cost

When

Costs to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Sources of
funding
Funding
sources to be
confirmed

Policy Ref
CV1
CK1
CV6

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Children’s
Services

Warwick Road
Sites

Crèche and
education
facilities

Earl’s Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Education
provision Delivery of day
nursery facility

Earl’s Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Education
provision Primary school

Earl’s Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Education
provision secondary school

Specific requirements to be
confirmed
As set out in Supplementary
Planning Document.

As set out in the
approved schemes
S106

Delivery of day nursery
facility of 290 sqm GIA with
a total registered capacity
for up to 30 children

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:
2016/17 to
2020/21

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CA3
CV1
CK1
CV8

RBKC/ Capital &
Counties plc

RBKC

Onsite delivery

Medium
term: By
2023

CA7
CV1

Direct
developer
delivery

CK1
CV8
CA6

To meet the primary
education needs of
the development

Increase capacity of existing
facilities or provide new
facilities (subject to the
progress of the delivery of a
primary school in the
application 2 site boundary)

RBKC/ Capital &
Counties plc

RBKC

£707,729

Medium
term: By
2025/26

Planning
contributions
– s106 /
direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CK1
CV8
CA6

To meet the
secondary
education needs of
the development

Increase capacity of existing
facilities or provide new
facilities.

RBKC/ Capital &
Counties plc

RBKC

£190,433

Medium
term: By
2025/26

Planning
contributions
– s106 /
direct
developer
delivery

CV1
CK1
CV8
CA6

Environment, Leisure and Residents’ Services
Environment,
Leisure and

Kensal Canalside:
Canal

Canal
environmental
improvements.

To assist
regeneration of the
Kensal area

Management plan to
maintain or fund stretches of
canal associated with large
developments similar to

RBKC

British
Waterways

Costs to be
confirmed,
dependent on

Medium /
Long term:

Planning
Contributions

CP2
CV5
CA1
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Service

Where

What

Why

Residents
Services

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

examples at Paddington
Basin, Kings Cross and
Limehouse Basin.

Cost

When

Policy Ref

2021/22 to
2030/31

Sources of
funding
- S106, and
other

scale of
development

£206,000

Short /
Medium
term:

Funding
source to be
confirmed

CP2
CV10

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Funding
source to be
confirmed

CR5

CP2
CV11
CR4
CR4
Notting Hill
Gate SPD
CP2
CV10
CR4

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Portobello Road
(Market)

Improvements to
enliven the area,
e.g. electricity
points for traders.
Improve services
for market,
including
storage, toilets

To close the gap
between Portobello
Road and Golborne
Road and improve
the market

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Maxilla Gardens

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

RBKC / Market
Traders

RBKC

Improve quality
of existing
Maxilla Gardens.

Improve open
space

Environmental
enhancements

Notting Hill Gate

Public Realm
improvements
throughout
Notting Hill Gate

To facilitate
redevelopment of
Notting Hill Gate
and provide
enhancements

Please see Notting Hill Gate
SPD

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Portobello/Ladbro
ke Grove

Enhancements to
public realm and
redevelopment

To provide clear
wayfinding and
improve public
realm to aid
legibility in the area.

Enhanced pedestrian way
finding to Portobello Market

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Portobello

Provision of new
youth activity
area

To provide new
youth facilities for
the local population

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Westway
Development Trust

Westway
Development
Trust

£178, 000

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Funding
source to be
confirmed

CV1
CK1

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Wornington
Green

Play space and
public open
space

Generated as part
of current
development
proposals

Reinstatement of an
improved Athlone Gardens
and community
facilityVenture Centre. Play
space and play equipment.

RBKC. Catalyst
Housing Group.
Homes and
Communities
Agency

Catalyst
Housing
Group

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Homes and
Communities
Agency/
Catalyst
Housing
Group

CP2

2016/17 to
2025/26

Westway
Development Trust

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

£130,000

RBKC

RBKC

£3 million

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Planning
Contributions
- S106/ CIL
and TfL

RBKC and Westway
Development Trust

Westway
Development
Trust

£411 ,000

Short /
Medium
term:

Funding
source to be
confirmed

Westway
SPD

2016/17 to
2025/26

By
2020/2021 Project is
underway

Community hall/youth
facility.

CV6
CA3
CR4
CR5

Walking, cycling and public
realm improvements
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Service

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Where

Warwick Road (5
sites including
100 West
Cromwell Road)

What

Public open
space.
Community
sports hall.

Why

Specific requirements

Generated as part
of current
development
proposals

As set out in existing
adopted SPD

To improve
pedestrian links and
connectivity of the
area, and help
development of the
area.

Footpath access and
provision to be included
within development.

Lead delivery
organisation

Developers and site
owners.

Management
organisation

RBKC ,
developer and
TfL

Cost

Costs to be
confirmed

When

Short /
Medium
term:
2016/17 to
2025/26

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Planning
contributions
– S106 and
private
investment

Crèche,
education
contributions.
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Lots Road/
World's End
Estate

River path
provision

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Along the
Westway

Lighting and
public art along
the Westway,
including hanging
gardens

To provide
environmental
enhancements in
order to meet the
vision of improving
the Westway.

Environmental
enhancements and as
indicated in the Westway
SPD

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Along the
Westway

Maintenance /
improvements to
public realm
under and
alongside the
motorway to
include the
provision of
public green
space, pathways
and community
art projects.

To provide
environmental
enhancements in
order to meet the
vision improving the
Westway.

Environmental
enhancements

Westway
Development Trust

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Notting Hill Gate

Enhanced
pedestrian way
finding to
Portobello
Market

To provide good
design and clear
wayfinding, in order
to allow for the
improvement and
redevelopment of
the area.

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Short /
Medium
term:
2016/17 to
2025/26

RBKC

Worningto
n Green
SPD
CP2
CV8
CA7
CK1
CR5
Warwick
Road
Planning
Brief

Planning
contributions
– S106 and
direct
developer
delivery

CP2
CV9
CA9
CA10

Westway
SPD

RBKC/
Highway
Agency

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:
By 2030/31

Planning
contributions
– S106

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

£225,000 per
annum

Timescale
to be
confirmed

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CR4

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CP2

Westway
SPD

CV11
Notting Hill
Gate SPD
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation
RBKC / Esco

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Notting Hill Gate

The provision of
a CCHP network,
or similar, and
other green
infrastructure,
e.g. Street trees
and living roofs

To deliver cooling,
heat and power in
an environmentally
friendly way.

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Knightsbridge

Public realm
improvements

To allow
rebalancing
between north and
south of the street,
to encourage
people to stay
longer

Enhancements to public
realm

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

South Kensington
- Station,
Exhibition Road

Public realm
improvements
and
improvements to
station

To provide shared
space at Exhibition
Road,
improvements to
South Kensington
Tube, along Thurloe
Road, and to give
greater pedestrian
emphasis. Also
including improving
the customer facing
environment within
the museum
subway

Works include shared space
arrangements, step-free
access to station (see
transport sectional above)
and pedestrian
enhancements.

RBKC and City of
Westminster

Management
organisation
Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Cost

When

Costs to be
confirmed

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

RBKC/
Private

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

RBKC and
TfL

£13 million

Short term:

By 2020/21

2016/17 to
2020/21

Sources of
funding
Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL

Policy Ref

Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL
(cross
sublimation)

CP2
CV13
CR4

Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL
and private

CT1
CP2
CV14

CE1
Notting Hill
Gate SPD

Works are
underway

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Westway Sports
Centre

Sports provision

To improve
sports/leisure
provision for a
growing population
and re-provide
pitches lost at the
Kensington
Academy Leisure
Centre.

Provide additional outdoor
sports pitches, extension to
Climbing Centre, sports hall
and improved riding arena.

RBKC and Westway
Development Trust

Westway
Development
Trust

£1.15 million

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CK1
CP2
CV9
CA5
Westway
SPD

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Westway Sports
Centre

Sports provision

To improve
sports/leisure
provision for a
growing population
and re-provide
pitches lost at the
Kensington
Academy Leisure
Centre.

New youth activity area
(outdoor or indoor)

Westway
Development Trust

Westway
Development
Trust

£290,000

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CK1
CP2
CV9
CA5
Westway
SPD
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Service

Where

What

Why

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Maxilla Site

Community Hub,
new offices for
local community
groups and
charities.

Provide community
space

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

Mini recycling
banks

To provide better
street based
recycling facilities to
residents

New recycling bins

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

CCTV

To improve
community safety
through enhanced
CCTV Coverage
and capabilities

To provide, additional, new
and improved CCTV
equipment and coverage
across the Borough

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

New waste
collection and
recycling
collection
vehicles

To ensure sufficient
capacity to collect
and dispose of
resident’s waste

New collection and street
sweeping vehicles

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

Museums

To enhance the
borough’s
museums

Enhancements to existing
museums such as Leighton
House

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

To make public and
community
buildings more
sustainable

Installing community energy
schemes

RBKC

Sustainability
measures to
community /
public buildings

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation
Westway
Development Trust

Management
organisation
Westway
Development
Trust

Cost

When

£2.15 million

Delivery
timescale to
be
confirmed

RBKC

RBKC/ SUEZ

Approximately
£60,000

Long term:

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term

Costs to be
confirmed per
installation/
measure

Long term:

RBKC

RBKC/ SUEZ

RBKC

RBKC

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

Sources of
funding
Source of
funding to be
confirmed

Policy Ref

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CE3

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CE3

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CK1
CP2
CV12
CV14

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CE2

Likely to be a
combination
of Planning
contributions
S106 / CIL
and capital
funding
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough Wide

Open space
improvements /
mini allotments

To improve
underused and
neglected areas of
open space.
Provide food
growing facilities for
residents, schools
and community
groups

Installing food growing
gardens (community kitchen
gardens)

RBKC

RBKC

£50,000 to
£100,000 per
annum

Long term:
by 2030/31

Westway
SPD

Source of
funding to be
confirmed
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Tri-Borough

Improved
facilities for the
Coroners and
Mortuary
services

To update and
improve the
equipment and
facilities to deal with
the population
increase and
changing population

New technology and
expansion of service

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Cremorne
Gardens

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Holland Park

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Holland Park

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Portobello
Squares
(Tavistock
Gardens, Colville
Square and
Powis Square)

Powis Square
improvements –
i.e. new railings,
new playground
etc.

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Westfield Park

Infrastructure
improvements

Improve buildings and
infrastructure (specifically
drainage) Playground
improvements

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Wornington
Green

Temporary park

Construction of temporary
park

RBKC

Infrastructure
improvements

Kiosk /Café

Lead delivery
organisation
WCC

RBKC

Management
organisation
Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Cost

When

Policy Ref

by 2030/31

Sources of
funding
Source of
funding to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

RBKC

Costs to be
confirmed

Short /
Medium
term:

Planning
contributions
– S106/ CIL

CK1

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CR5

Parks Capital
Budget and
Planning
contributions
s106 / CIL

CR5

Parks Capital
Budget

CR5

Parks Capital
Budget

CR5

Planning
contributions
– S106 and
developer
delivery

CA3

CK1

Feasibility
study 2017/18
Infrastructure
improvements

Poor drainage
eroding paths.
Improved drainage
will have a SUDs
element to fit with
the natural park
environment

Improve park drainage

RBKC

Play space

Current playground
is at the end of its
shelf life and some
equipment is
beyond repair

Design and build a flagship
adventure playground

RBKC

Colville Square and
Tavistock have
been improved in
recent years. Powis
Square
infrastructure is old
and beginning to fail

Improve infrastructure

RBKC

RBKC

To be costed

Short term:
2016/17 to
2020/21

RBKC

RBKC

Approximately
£400,000

Short term:

£200,000

Short tem

2016/17 to
2020/21

By 2017/18

RBKC

RBKC

Playground
element will be
done first and will
cost approx
£150,000
Final scheme cost
to be confirmed
Available budget
approximately
£1.5 million

Short term:
By 2017/18

Short term:
By 2020/21
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CR5

Service

Where

What

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Chelsea Gym

Extension to
Chelsea Gym

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and

Borough wide

Noise mitigation

Why

Specific requirements
Increase floor area and
create larger station gym to
increase capacity.

Lead delivery
organisation
Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Cost

When

£1.35 million

Short term:

TBC

Costs to be
confirmed per
measure defined

Short term:

£60,000 annually

Long term:

The noise action
plans identify the
locations of 23
Important Areas in
RBKC classed as
requiring action.

This includes acoustic
barriers, quiet road surfaces
and speed reduction
measures.

RBKC

Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Upgrading air quality
monitoring stations at North
Kensington, Cromwell Road,
Earls Court Road, Kings
Road and Knightsbridge.

RBKC –
Environmental
Health (Air Quality/
Contaminated Land)

RBKC

Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

New equipment to measure
levels of PM2.5

RBKC –
Environmental
Health (Air Quality/
Contaminated Land)

RBKC

Air quality
monitoring
stations
equipment

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Replacement of old gas
analysers

RBKC –
Environmental
Health (Air Quality/
Contaminated Land)

RBKC

Air quality
monitoring
stations

The whole borough
is an Air Quality
Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

New continuous traffic
monitoring sites

RBKC –
Environmental
Health (Air Quality/
Contaminated Land)

RBKC

The whole borough
is an Air Quality

Implementation of measures
contained within the

RBKC –
Environmental

RBKC

Air quality

Sources of
funding
RBKC
Capital
Funding
(Corporate
Funding)

Policy Ref

Source of
funding to be
confirmed

CK1

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5
CV8
CV13

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

CE5

CE5

By 2020/21

RBKC LIP
(TfL)
Planning
Contributions
– S106/CIL

Long term:

LIP

CE5

LIP, RBKC

CE5

By 2020/21

2016/17 to
2020/21

By 2030/31

£30,000

Short term:
By 2020/21

£10,000

£20,000 set up
cost

Short term:

CK1

By 2030/31

£3,000 annual
maintenance.

£30-40,000
annually

Long term:
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Service

Where

What

Residents
Services

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation
Health (Air Quality/
Contaminated Land)

Management
organisation

Management Area
on the basis that
Government health
based objectives for
certain pollutants
are exceeded.

Council’s Air Quality Action
Plan.

Phase 3 of refurbishment of
Leighton House: including
the redevelopment of Perrin
Wing at the east end of the
house.

RBKC

RBKC

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Kensal Canalside

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Kensal Canalside

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Kensal Canalside

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Wornington
Green

Play space and
play equipment

Required as part of
development

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Environment,
Leisure and

Wornington
Green

Public Realm
improvements,

Required as part of
development.

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Museums

Cost

To meet targets on
emissions and
carbon reduction as
set out in National
indicators and
legislation.

Implementing the boroughs
Climate Change Strategy:
2008- 2015: Putting
buildings and land holdings
in order

RBKC – TELS
Climate Change
Strategy

Management
organisation
dependant on
measures
implemented

Energy Centre

As per policy
requirements

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed
Feasibility study
and income
generation report
completed
Annual budget of
£50,000 for
Climate Change
Initiatives

£5.7 million

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
As per policy
requirements

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

£4.15 million

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Primary heat
substations

As per policy
requirements

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Long term:
By 2030/31

Long term:
By 2030/31

Medium /
Long term
2020/21 to
2030/31

Developer

Medium /
Long term
2020/21 to
2030/31

Developer

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Capital
Programme

CK1
CP2
CV12
CV14

Capital
Strategy
Programme/
Other grant
funding bids/
Funding from
the Carbon
Trust

CE2

Planning
contributions
– Direct
developer
delivery

CV5
CA1
CE2

Planning
contributions
– Direct
developer
delivery

CV5
CA1

Planning
contributions
– Direct
developer
delivery

CV5
CA1

Planning
contributions
– Direct
developer
delivery

CV6
CA3
CK1
CR5

Planning
contributions
– Direct

CP2
CV6
CA3
CK1

By 2030/31

Infrastructure
may be required
to assist in
meeting
government
climate change
targets.

Primary heat
pipework

When

Developer

£881, 000

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Medium /
Long term
2020/21 to
2030/31

Developer

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

2016/17 to
2020/21

by 2020/21
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Service

Where

Residents
Services

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
developer
delivery

Policy Ref

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Planning
contributions
– S106 /
Direct
developer
delivery

CP2
CV6
CA4
Trellick –
Edenham
SPD

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Planning
contributions
– S106 /
Direct
developer
delivery

CP2
CV6
CA4
Trellick –
Edenham
SPD

Subject to
any
development
proposals

CP2
CV9
CA5

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CP2
CV8
CA7

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CP2
CV8
CA7

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CP2
CV8
CA7

including public
art

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Land Adjacent to
Trellick Tower

Public Realm
improvements

Required as part of
development.

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Land Adjacent to
Trellick Tower

Provision of open
space

Required as part of
development.

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Silchester Estates

Public open
space

As part of any
development

Subject to any development
proposals

Subject to any
development
proposals

Subject to any
development
proposals

Subject to any
development
proposals

Medium /
Long term:

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Warwick Road
Sites

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Warwick Road
Sites

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Environment,
Leisure and

Warwick Road
Sites

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation

Costs to be
confirmed

Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.
Community
sports hall and
swimming pool

As part of any
development

Landscape
improvements to
the West
Cromwell Road
in connection
with 100 West
Cromwell Road
site

As part of any
development

Streetscape
improvements to
Warwick Road in
connection to all

As part of any
development

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

As set out in
Supplementary
Planning
Document.

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

As set out in
Supplementary
Planning
Document.

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

Developer

2016/17 to
2020/21

2016/17 to
2020/21

By 2030/31

by 2020/21

Short term:
by 2020/21

Short term:
by 2020/21
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Service

Where

Residents
Services

What

Why

development
sites

As set out in
Supplementary
Planning
Document.

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Developer

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Planning
contributions
– S106 /
Developer
delivery

CP2
CV9
CA9

Subject to
any
development
proposals

CP2
CV9
CA5

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CP2
CV8
CA7

Planning
contributions
– S106 /
Developer
delivery

CP2
CV9
CA9

Planning
contributions
S106 /
CIL/direct
developer
delivery

CP2
CV8
CA6

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Lots Road Power
Station

Streetscape
improvements

As part of
development

As per planning permission

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Silchester Estates

Supporting
community
facilities

As part of any
development

Subject to any development
proposals

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Warwick Road
Sites

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services
Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

By 2020/21

Subject to any
development
proposals

Subject to any
development
proposals

Subject to any
development
proposals

Medium /
Long term:

Lead delivery
organisation to be
confirmed

Management
organisation
to be
confirmed

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Developer

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Costs to be
estimated
according to
need/
requirement.
Cost to be
confirmed

Short /
Medium
term:

By 2030/31

Infrastructure to
be determined
through a
possible
Planning Brief or
through the
planning
process.
Social and
community
facilities

As part of any
development

Lots Road Power
Station

Community
facilities

As of development

Earl's Court

Community
Social and
Ccommunity
facilities secured in as
part of
redevelopment
Additional new
public open
space, including

The infrastructure
identified will assist
the objective of
keeping life local,
allowing meeting
the needs of the
new population
resulting from
development and
mitigating against

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

As set out in
Supplementary
Planning
Document.

As per planning permission

Determined in accordance
with local need.
Off-site public realm and
streetscape improvements
to West Cromwell Road,
Warwick Road and Old
Brompton Road and subject
to a Section 278 Agreement

RBKC

Service
provider,
Possibly NHS
Kensington &
Chelsea.
RBKC

by 2020/21

By 2020/21

By 2025/26
2023
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

considering
opportunities to
create
biodiversity

impacts of the
development.

On-site open space with
public access in accordance
with agreed drawings and
specification. This includes:
the Lost River Park; Green
space; Civic spaces

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106
Earl's Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Earl's Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

The provision of
a CCHP network,
or similar.

To provide cooling,
heat and power in
an environmentally
friendly way.

The provision of
Decentralised Energy
Network

To retain Earl’s
Court’s long
standing brand as
an important
cultural
destination

Provision of 150 sqm GIA
floorspace for community
use purposes. To be made
available to the council or
suitable operator(s) on
reasonable terms.

RBKC.

RBKC/ Esco.

Onsite delivery

To retain Earl’s
Court’s long
standing brand as
an important
cultural
destination

Delivery of a minimum 1,500
sqm GIA for cultural use
purposes.

Short /
Medium
term:

Planning
contributions
S106 /
CIL/dDirect
developer
delivery

CP2
CV8
CA6

Medium
term: By
2023

Planning
Contributions
– S106 /
Direct
developer
delivery

CK1
CP2
CV8
CA6

Medium
term:

Planning
Contributions
– S106 /
Direct
developer
delivery

CK1
CP2
CV8
CA6

By 2025/26

Capital & Counties
plc

RBKC / Other

Increase capacity of existing
facilities or provide new
facilities to meet the leisure
needs of the development

Social and
community
facilities Delivery of a
cultural facility on
site

Policy Ref

£350,000

Provision of energy centre

Social and
community
facilities –
secured as part
of development

Sources of
funding

Onsite delivery

Brompton Cemetery
improvement works abutting
Old Brompton Road
Earl's Court

When

Onsite delivery

Children’s and young
people’s play space

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Cost

On-site delivery

£934, 684

RBKC/ Capital &
Counties plc.

To be
confirmed

On-site delivery
and £500,000

By 2025/26
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Chelsea Farmers’
Market

New public
square

As part of
development

Subject to development
proposals

Environment,
Leisure and
Residents
Services

Borough wide

A combination of
measures aimed at
reducing
greenhouse gas
emissions,
managing risks and
increasing
resilience

See Air Quality and Climate
Change Action Plan (20162021)

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all libraries

To ensure library
buildings are fit for
purpose

Planned capital
refurbishment programme
for all libraries not otherwise
being reprovided,
commencing with
refurbishment and spatial
layout and to ensure library
buildings are fit for purpose

RBKC - Culture

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all libraries
Remodelling of
the central library
to provide
improved
community
facilities and
realise income
generating
potential

To ensure library
buildings are fit for
purpose

Subject to business case
and return on
investmentPlanned capital
refurbishment programme
for all libraries, commencing
with refurbishment and
spatial layout and to ensure
library buildings are fit for
purpose

RBKC – Culture

Detailed
Infrastructure to
be determined
through planning
process
Climate change
mitigation and
adaptation

Lead delivery
organisation
Subject to
development
proposals

Management
organisation
Subject to
development
proposals

Cost

When

Subject to any
development
proposals

Short term:

RBKC-ELRS

RBKC-ELRS

Costs to develop
carbon reduction
projects from the
AQCCAP
Around £100,000
annualy

Short /
Medium
term:

Estimated to be
£100,000 per
annum

Long term:

By 2020/21

2016-2021

Sources of
funding
Subject to
any
development
proposals

Policy Ref

Capital
Strategy
Programme/
Bids/
Carbon
offsetting/
GLA/Funding
from the
Carbon Trust

CE1
CE5

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding;
Heritage
Lottery Fund;
Arts Council
England

CK1

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

CK1

CP2
CV15
CA12

Library Services
Libraries

Libraries

Borough wide

Central Library

RBKC –
Culture
RBKC
TriBorough
Libraries &
Archives

RBKC –
Culture RBKC
Tri-Borough
Libraries &
Archives

by 2030/31
Medium
term: by
2025/26

Estimated to be
£100,000 per
annum Capex
estimation at
£100,000 –
dependent on
option selected

Long term:
by 2030/31
Medium
term:
by 2018/19
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Libraries

Notting Hill
Library

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all libraries

To ensure library
buildings are fit for
purpose

Renovating and making the
basement area accessible.

RBKC - Culture

RBKC Culture

Estimated to be
£100,000 per
annum

Long term:

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

CK1

Kensal Library

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all
librariesReprovid
e Kensal library
in a more
suitable and
sustainable
location, possibly
collocated with
other community
facilities

To ensure fit for
purpose and
enhance total range
of community
facilities in Kensal
CanalsideTo ensure
library buildings are
fit for purpose

Requires more space by
possibly opening up underutilised space so that
facilities for which there is a
demand such as improved
IT, children’s story and
activity space and soft
seating to encourage
reading can be added. The
library needs
refurbishing.Increase in
usable space; improved
accessibility particularly for
disabled and elderly users

RBKC – Culture

RBKC –
Culture RBKC
TriBorough
Libraries &
Archives

Estimated to be
£100,000 per
annumTo be
worked up
depending on
options available

Long term:

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
CIL/s106
Arts Council
England
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

CK1

North Kensington
Library

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all libraries

To ensure library
buildings are fit for
purpose

The existing North
Kensington Library is
housed in a building unfit for
purpose. Cabinet approval
has been obtained to build a
new larger North Kensington
Library, including space for
Community Use and Adult
Learning, on the site of the
existing Lancaster Youth
Centre site and Isaac
Newton Centre Car Park. It
would benefit from the
provision of additional
meeting rooms and
community facilities.

RBKC - Culture

RBKC Culture

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

CK1

Chelsea Library

Planned capital
refurbishment
programme for
all libraries

To ensure library
buildings are fit for
purpose

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC - Culture

RBKC Culture

Estimated to be
£100,000 per
annum

Long term:

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,

CK1

Libraries

Libraries

Libraries

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

by 2030/31

by 2030/31
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CV5
CA1
CA2
CA3
CV6
CA4

Service

Where

What

Libraries

Golborne Library

Improved
Facilities

Libraries

Brompton Library
and Archive
centre

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

Policy Ref

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC - Culture

RBKC Culture

Costs to be
confirmed

Long term:

Heritage
Lottery Fund,
LDA, GLA,
Arts, Council,
NHHG,
Capital
Projects
Funding from
Corporate
Funding

CV6
CK1

2030/31

Provision of new
library and
dedicated
borough archive
facilities,
probably as part
of a wider
cultural offer in
Earls Court

Replaces existing
outmoded library
and provides
Borough archive
facility (Currently
existing service is
limited by location
in central library)

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

RBKC

RBKC
TriBorough
Libraries &
Archives

Costs to be
worked up

Long term
2030/31

Arts Council
England,
Heritage
Lottery Fund,
s106/CIL,
Capital
Projects
funding from
corporate
resources

CK1

Infrastructure
requirements
within NHS
Estate Strategy
for provision of
GP premises,
practice-based
commissioning,
acute and nonacute healthcare,
mental health
care, dental and
other primary
care services

To support
population in the
borough.

Primary Care requirement =
4.7 WTE GPs

NHS

NHS

Long term:

Government
grant funding
mainly/
revenue
funding from
any lease or
commercial
lease/
Planning
contributions
- S106/ CIL

CK1

Kings Road/
Sloane Square/
Fulham Road
West: there is
limited GP

Provision within
Stanley or Hans
Town Wards is
required. GP
Primary Care

Primary Care
capital cost
requirement=£2.4
m, Secondary
Care cost
requirement =
£4.4m, Total
capital
requirement =
£6.8m (£680,000
per annum),
dependent on
NWL Estate
Strategy and level
of provision
£1.5 million

S106/ CIL
Health
contributions

CK1
CP2
CV15

Public Health and NHS
Public Health
and NHS

Public Health
and NHS

Borough wide

King’s Road and
Sloane Square:
NHS requirement

Requirements are
population and
health needs
based. Needs are
demonstrated to
government and
funding is agreed.

Primary Care Space
requirement = 770 m2.

Subject to Out of Hospitals
Service Strategy. Possible
co- location opportunity at
the Royal Hospital site.

NHS

NHS

By 2030/31

Long term:
By 2030/31
Delivery
timescales
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Service

Public Health
and NHS

Where

Lots
Road/World's
End: NHS
requirements
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106.

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

provision (with
exception of
hospital). (S).

Facility required
allowing provision in
under-provided
area.

Estimated healthcare space
requirement 750m2 GIA.

Lots Road Power
Station
Redevelopment
comprising 420
homes and
includes a new
GP “doctor’s”
surgery.

Expansion and
enhancement of
existing healthcare
premises to meet
current underprovision.

Facility to meet local
population needs

NHS

Management
organisation

Cost

When
to be
confirmed

NHS

£1.2 million

Short term:
By 2020/21

Public Health
and NHS

Notting Hill Gate:
NHS
requirements

GP Primary Care
Facility to be
located in the
Holland Park,
Notting Hill Gate
Area.

To accommodate
the services of two
existing GP
Practices. Potential
patient list including
future expansion =
20,000 patients.

New GP-led Integrated
Primary Care Centre for
Health and Wellbeing.
Notional space

NHS

Public Health
and NHS

Notting Hill Gate:
NHS
requirements

Possible hub for
Out of Hospitals
Services
Strategy

To provide
infrastructure to
facilitate integrated
health and social
care teams and
delivery of out of
hospital clinical
services supported
by Integrated IT
Support Systems.
Co-location
opportunities to be
explored.

Specification: 1,650 m2 GIA.
Possible phased
development with minimum
space 980 m2 ramping up to
1,650 m2

NHS

Public Health
and NHS

Portobello
Road/Notting Hill
Gate: NHS
requirements

St Charles
Centre for Health
& Wellbeing

To provide
infrastructure to
facilitate integrated
health and social
care teams and
delivery of out of
hospital clinical
services supported
by Integrated IT
Support Systems

Possible hub for Out of
Hospitals Services Strategy

NHS

NHS

NHS

NHS

Sources of
funding
for period
2011-2021 .

Policy Ref

Planning
contributions
- S106/ CIL /
Direct
developer
delivery,

CK1
CP2
CV9
CA9

Planning
contributions
- S106

CK1
CP2
CV11
Notting Hill
Gate SPD

£1.96 million to
£3.3 million

Short term:

Hospitals Service
Strategy:
Provision at cost:
£0.9 million

Long term:
By 2030/31

Planning
contributions
- S106/ CIL

CK1
CP2
CV11
Notting Hill
Gate SPD

£0.9 million

Short term:

NHS,

By 2020/21

Planning
contributions
- S106/ CIL

CK1
CP2
CV10

By 2020/21
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Service

Where

What

Public Health
and NHS

Portobello Road/
Notting Hill Gate

Refurbishment of
Piper House to
provide
supported living
and registered
care
accommodation

Refurbishment and
remodelling of existing
building for Adult Social
Care

Premises
improvements to
social servicesAdult services
premises- to
increase capacity
and improve
service

Renewal of existing
premises to support
increased population

NHS

Expansion plans
for Violet
Melchett Clinic to
create a Health
Hub to
accommodate a
larger patient list

Comprising up to 4 GP
practices as well as delivery
of Out of Hospital services

NHS

Locate estate suitable to
accommodate local
practices who are in noncompliant and cramped
buildings with no capacity for
expansion

NHS

4 GPs required to support
the population

NHS

Public Health
and NHS

Borough wide

Public Health
and NHS

Violet Melchett
Clinic

Public Health
and NHS

Earls Court

Public Health
and NHS

Public Health
and NHS

Why

Wornington
Green

Lead delivery
organisation
NHS

Management
organisation
NHS

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
RBKC
Capital
Funding

Policy Ref

£1.653 million

Short /
Medium
term:

CK1

By 2030/31

RBKC
Capital
Funding

Short term:

NHS / CCG

CK1

Planning
contributions
S106 /
CIL/direct
developer
delivery

CK1
CP2
CV8
CA6

NHS / CCG

CK1
CP2
CV5
CA1

Planning
contribution –
S106,

CK1
CP2
CV6
CA3

CK1
CP2
CV10

2016/17 to
2025/26
Delivery
timescales
to be
confirmed

Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106
Kensal Canalside

Specific requirements

Primary health
care facilities,
generic GP
surgery
extension
(reinforce
existing facilities

Required as a result
of population
increase from
development

Healthcare
facilities

Required as part of
development

NHS

NHS

£0.464 million

£3-5 million

Long term:

2017/18

Short /
Medium
term:

NHS

By 2025/26

NHS

£4.8 million

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Medium /
Long term:
2020/212030/31

See DIFS

Specific requirement to be
confirmed

Developer

Developer

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:
by 2020/21
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding
Developer
delivery

Policy Ref

Public Health
and NHS

Warwick Road
Sites

Health facilities

As part of any
development

Specific requirements to be
confirmed

NHS

NHS

Costs to be
confirmed

Short term:

Funding
sources to be
confirmed

CK1
CP2
CV8
CA7

Planning
contributions
S106 /
CIL/direct
developer
delivery and
NHS

CK1
CP2
CV8
CA6

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/ CIL

CP2
CV6
CA3

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/ CIL.

CP2
CV5
CA1

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/ CIL

CP2
CV6
CA3

by 2020/21

As set out in
Supplementary
Planning
Document.

Public Health
and NHS

Earl's Court
Detailed
infrastructure
requirements
relating to the
approved scheme
are contained in
an agreed S106

Possible
expansion of
Abingdon Health
Centre to
accommodate
growth Increase
capacity of
existing facilities
or to provide new
facilities

The major
development in the
area will require
additional facilities
to meet the needs
of the new
population.
Expansion to
enable adequate
GP provision.

Expansion to enable
adequate GP provision.

RBKC / NHS

NHS

£744,000

Possible expansion of
Abingdon Health Centre to
accommodate growth

Short /
Medium
term:
By 2025/26

Emergency Services
Emergency
Services

Wornington
Green:
Metropolitan
Police Service
requirements

Neighbourhood
Policing Facilities

Increased
population from
development, and
an MPS need to be
closer to
community.

Dependent on overall nature
development, population
increase and needs.

Metropolitan Police
Service

Metropolitan
Police Service

Cost is dependent
on size of team.

Short term:

Emergency
Services

Kensal Canalside

Neighbourhood
Policing Facilities

Currently 4 SN
Teams based at
Lancaster Grove.
With Kensal
development could
spread these
therefore additional
capacity required

Additional SNT premises.

Metropolitan Police
Service

Metropolitan
Police Service

Costing is
dependent on
size of team.

Long term:

Emergency
Services

Wornington
Green or Latimer
Area

Neighbourhood
Policing Facilities

Possible increasing
of population would
require additional
capacity. Current
provision is
leasehold and could
be secured through
additional premises.

Additional or combining SNT
premises.

Metropolitan Police
Service

Metropolitan
Police Service

Cost is dependent
on size of team.

Short /
Medium
term:

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

by 2020/21

By 2030/31

By 2025/26
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Possible
introduction of
custody suites for
dedicated custody
resource within
borough.

Custody suite: specific
requirement to be confirmed

Metropolitan Police
Service

Metropolitan
Police Service

Cost to be
confirmed

Long term:

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/ CIL

Required as a result
of population
increase from
development

Reinforcement / extension to
existing police stations
including custody suite,
crime investigation area.

Metropolitan Police
Service

Metropolitan
Police Service

£1.1 million

Long term:

London Ambulance
Service

London
Ambulance
Service

£500,000

London Fire and
Emergency Planning
Authority

London Fire
and
Emergency
Planning
Authority

To be costed

London Fire
and
Emergency
Planning
Authority

£28,000

London Fire
and
Emergency
Planning
Authority

£791,000

Note: either here or
Latimer, not both
Emergency
Services

Borough wide

Emergency
Services

Kensal Canalside

Policing Facilities

Police station
reinforcement
(enhancement to
existing facilities)

By 2030/31

By 20282029

Approximately 160Sqm

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/ CIL

CP2
CV5
CA1

Metropolitan
Police
Service and
planning
contribution –
S106/
CIL/Direct
developer
delivery

CP2
CV5
CA1

LFEPA
Funding / CIL

CK1
CP2
CV15
CK1

LFEPA
Funding / CIL

CK1

LFEPA
Funding / CIL

CK1
CA1

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Emergency
Services

Emergency
Services

Emergency
Services

Emergency
Services

Kensal Canalside

Chelsea Fire
Station

Kensington Fire
Station

North Kensington
Fire Station

Ambulance
station extension
(enhancement to
existing service
provision)

Required as a result
of population
increase from
development

Ambulance station extension
of approx. 100sqm

Re-provide /
Relocate

Listed station is
reaching the end of
its “fit for purpose”
life span as
determined by the
LFEPA Asset
Management Plan
2011.

New site / new station

Upgrades required
as facilities are
aging.

Minor refurbishment works
as required.

Minor
refurbishment

Refurbishment

Upgrades required
as facilities are
ageing

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Refurbishment works as
required.

London Fire and
Emergency Planning
Authority

London Fire and
Emergency Planning
Authority

Long term:
By 2030/31

Dependant on
exact nature of
provision

Short /
Medium
term
By 2022

Short /
Medium
term
By 20/22
Short /
Medium
term
By 2022
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Kensal Green

Substation

1. To enhance
electricity supply to
the capital and
traction supply to
Crossrail.

Substation

National Grid

National Grid

Substation: £30
million depending
on the design.

Short term:

Funding
source to be
confirmed

CP2
CV5
CA1

TWUL
(Regulated
by Ofwat)

CE2

Privately
funded
(Regulated
by Ofwat)

CE2

Utilities
Utilities

Crossrail
transformers: £2
million depending
on design

2. Supply electrical
needs to operate
Crossrail.
Utilities

Utilities

By 2018

Counters Creek
Storm Relief
Sewer (Counters
Creek
Catchment)

Sewerage
upgrades within
the catchment
which provides
foul and surface
water drainage
for part of north
London

Storm relief
sewerage upgrades
are required to
address existing
capacity constraints
experienced during
storm conditions
which can result in
sewer flooding.

Upgrades of the sewerage
network within the Counters
Creek catchment

Thames Water

Borough wide

Thames Tideway
Tunnel

The Thames Tunnel
will capture the
flows of storm
sewage from 34
combined sewer
overflow points that
currently discharge
into the River
Thames

The tunnel will run
approximately 32 kilometres
(20 miles) through the heart
of London, at a depth
ranging from approximately
30 metres at its western end
(Acton Storm Tanks) to 67
metres at the eastern end
(Abbey Mills Pumping
Station), broadly following
the path of the river. The
tunnel would run through the

Tideway on behalf of
Bazalgette Tunnels
Ltd

Thames
Water

£250 million for all
of the elements of
the scheme which
include:
A new storm relief
sewer to increase
the sewer
capacity;
Sustainable
drainage systems
to reduce surface
water run-off
entering the
sewers (a pilot
study is proposed
for Arundel
Gardens); Antiflooding (FLIP)
devices to stop
the sewers
surcharging into
lower properties;
and, Local sewer
improvements

Short term:

Tideway on
behalf of
Bazalgette
Tunnels Ltd

£4.1 Billion

Developme
nt Consent
Order
granted in
September
2014
Constructio
n began in
2016.

2013
onwards

Medium
term:
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Lead delivery
organisation

Management
organisation

Cost

Royal Borough with
proposed connections
provided to the existing
sewer network at Cremorne
Wharf Depot and Chelsea
Embankment (near the
Royal Hospital Chelsea).
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

One of four
National Grid
deep electricity
tunnels that will
be built between
Wimbledon and
Kensal Green.

The work is vital to
meet increasing
demand in the
capital. Additional
cables can be
installed in the
tunnels if required
in the future.

A four-metre diameter
tunnel, these will house
400kv cables to secure
electricity supplies to
London.
12.4km in length, will be
bored at a depth ranging
from 20 to
60m below ground through
the borough from Kensal.

When

Sources of
funding

Policy Ref

Private

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Completion
expected in
2022

EDF/ National Grid

EDF/ National
Grid

£127 million (total
project value =
£600 million).

Short term:

UK Power
Networks

£1.12 million

Short /
Medium
term:

Between
2016/17
and
2020/21

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Primary
electricity
substation

Critical enabling

33kv Substation

UK Power Networks

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

By 20202022
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Electricity cable
network

Critical enabling

HV Cable network: Various
loads

UK Power Networks

UK Power
Networks

£748,000

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Electricity cable
network

Critical enabling

LV Cable network: Various
loads

Between
2021-2030
UK Power Networks

UK Power
Networks

£991,000

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Electricity
substation

Existing
electricity
substations

Critical enabling

11kv Substations

Removal of existing
substations

Medium /
Long term:
Between
2021-2030

UK Power Networks

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Critical enabling

Medium /
Long term:

UK Power
Networks

£9.4 million

Medium /
Long term:
Between
2021-2030

UK Power Networks

UK Power
Networks

£151,000

Short term:
By 2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Electricity cable
diversions

Critical enabling

Diversion of cabling prior to
development of associated
plot

Lead delivery
organisation
UK Power Networks

Management
organisation
UK Power
Networks

Cost

When

£169,000

Short term:

National Grid
Gas

£154,000

By 2020

Sources of
funding
Developer
funding

Policy Ref

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

MUSCO/
ESCO/ Utility
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

CP2
CV5
CA1

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Gas
infrastructure

Gas
infrastructure

Critical enabling

Low pressure pipe network

National Grid Gas

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Critical enabling

Pressure Reducing Station
(PRS

Between
2021-2030
National Grid Gas

National Grid
Gas

£150,000

Kensal Canalside

Gas
infrastructure

Critical enabling

Divert existing medium
pressure mains diversion

National Grid Gas

National Grid
Gas

£557,000

Kensal Canalside

Telecoms

Critical enabling

Distribution cables and
cabinets

Openreach and
Virgin Media

Openreach
and Virgin
Media

£482,000

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Thames
Water

£314,000

Short term:
By 2020 2021

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Short term:
By 2020 2021

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Medium /
Long term:

Medium/
Long term:
2021 -2030

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Potable Water

Critical enabling

Upgrade of 210m of 300mm
dia. to 450mm diameter in
Ladbroke Grove

Thames Water /
Developer

Medium/
Long term:
2021 -2030

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Potable Water

Critical enabling

Upgrade of 220m of 150mm
dia to 300mm dia in
Ladbroke Grove and Barlby
Road

Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£285,000

Medium
term:
By 2024

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Potable Water

Critical enabling

On-site water mains
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£866,000

Medium/
Long term:
2021-2030
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Service

Where

What

Why

Specific requirements

Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Potable Water

Critical enabling

Diversion of 160m of 150mm
main

Lead delivery
organisation
Thames Water /
Developer

Management
organisation
Thames
Water

Cost

When

£89,000

Short term:

Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£1.13 million

By 2020

Sources of
funding
Developer
funding

Policy Ref

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Developer
funding

CP2
CV5
CA1

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Utilities

Utilities

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Kensal Canalside

Sewerage and
Drainage

Sewerage and
Drainage

Sewerage and
Drainage

Critical enabling

Foul water pipe network
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Critical enabling

Surface water pipe network
Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.

Critical enabling

Surface water attenuation
and hydro brakes

2021 -2030
Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£1.13 million

Kensal Canalside

Sewerage and
Drainage

Critical enabling

Diversion of 415m of trunk
sewer (1327mm x 838mm)

Medium/
Long term:
2021 -2030

Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£8.2 million

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
Utilities

Medium/
Long term:

Medium/
Long term:
2021 -2030

Thames Water /
Developer

Thames
Water

£939,000

Short term:
2020

Refer to the Kensal DIFS for
detailed specification.
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CP2
CV5
CA1

